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City Council races heat up

Steel Pulse concert moved

&® Five Arcatans have jumped into the council race. They've quickly
—
ee
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@ The popular British reggae band will play at the
International Beer Garden next week. Page 23
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@ HSU's

Associated
Student
Council voted
Monday to
denounce
CSU
chancellor

Barry Munitz.
Munitz has
been under

fire since his appointment in April.
Critics have called attention to his
controversial ties to the business
world. Page 5

High-tech
‘fingerprints’
@® Modern criminal
investigations use DNA samples
to identity suspects. Sounds
good, but is it fool-proof. Page
17
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@ An HSU student hiked the Pacific
Crest Trail from Baja Californiato

how, ev.
out d
Canada. Fin
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HSU Wear
Student Discounts
Team and group ordering
Silkscreening

Fitted and
adjustable caps
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.

Visa « Mastercard « Discover
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Open 7 days a week
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Here are a
Valentine

Valentine

few of the

Children’s

Books,
Stickers, &
Stencils

“The Art of Intimacy”
“The Bridge Across Forever”
‘Were You Born For Each Other?”

“The World According To He & She”
“Loving Each Other”

“Light Her Fire”
“Light His Fire”
“Me and You”
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$372 hike in fees
By Peter Finegan
LUMBERJACK STAFF
BUDGET

CSU

students

may be hit witha
40 percent
hike in
registration fees
for the 1992-93
school
year,
which would cost
full-time
students

$1,308

a

year, $372 more
than 1991-92.

For the first
time, CSU may seek money from students to pay general expenses such as

bond obligations, price increases, benefits and salaries — expenses which are
normally paid by the state
On Jan. 14, the CSU board of trustees

voted 15-2 to approve the fee increase,
delaying a final vote until its Feb. 19
meeting. The fee increase is subject to
legislative approval in June.
HSU Associated Students President
Steve Harmon called the fee hike “decep-

tive and misleading.” and said the increase would actually total 53 percent,
because the board of trustees, before figSTACY ERWIN/THE LUMBERJACK

Professor

Falk teaches

a crowded

American

Government

class where

students bring in desks from other rooms so they have a piace to sit.

uring the fee schedule, did not subtract

the “one-time” surcharge of 10 percent
imposed on students this year.
Harmon said the surcharge was added

to another 10 percent increase of the CSU
fee as a means
ah at
g the 1985
Maddy Act (often
called the Dills Act),
which caps annual fee increases at 10
percent.
Last October the trustees submitted a
$1.77 billion budget proposal to Gov. Pete

Wilson for 1992-93. On Jan. 9, Wilson

allotted $1.66 billion of the budget for
CSU. Last year the system received $1.64
billion in support from the state.
. Wilson authorized the trustees to raise
fees 40 percent to cover part of CSU’s

$137.9 million deficit. A press release from
the CSU Chancellor's Office, citing rising
expenses, stated this amount is needed
“to maintain the current level of service
for the current enrollment, keeping in
mind that the current (budget) is hun-

dreds of millions of dollars below what is
needed.”

The money collected from the increase
would stay within the CSU budget and
would be channeled proportionally to
the individual campuses, said Edward
“Buzz” Webb, HSU
vice-president for
student affairs.
Even with the $372 increase per student, only $116 million would be generated, Webb said. Of that amount, $10.6
million would be funneled to financial
aid for students. Press releases from the
See Fees, page 8

State’s budget troubles passed on to students
Q Students,’ administrators’ views clash
on CSU board of
trustees’ proposal
By Peter Finegan
HSU student leaders blasted
CSU’s 40 percent fee increase
posal while administrators
defended the plan as the o nly
option left—given the statebu
get dilemma — to preserve aca-

demic quality.
The CSU board of trustees
voted to approve the increase

for the 1992-93 school year at its
Jan. 14 meeting, postponing a
final vote until Feb. 19.
For full-time students, fees
could rise from $936 to $1,308 a

year.
Associated Students President
Steve Harmon called the plan
“totally unacceptable,” sayin
the pe iaiillant of Men
tion fees would be 53 percent,
not 40 percent.
This yar. students were

Climbing CSU fees
$1,400 —
oat:
$1 000

$1,308 c -

BSU board of
—

trustees

charged a 10 rcent state university fee and a “one-timeonly”
surcharge of 10 percent.
The two fees cost students 20
percent more than the $780 paid
in the 1990-91 academic year.
Harmon said the surcharge was
a way of bypassi— the Maddy
Act, passed in 1985,
which limits annual fee increases to 10

inal incomes who receive no

inancial aid

or income from
parents.
Since
students
receiving

financial

aid would

pay 53 per-

cent more
as well, in

rcent.

Without deducting this surcharge before figuring registration fees, theactual increase will
be compounded, costing stu-

dents 53 percent more, he said.

“If this fee increase goes as the
trustees want, there’s nothing left
to prevent the process from moving towards privatization,”
Harmon said. “They're begin- ning to separate the CSU from
the state. They don’t want to
commingle funds. Eventually
CSU will chargestudents the full
cost of tuition, making CSU a

state university in name only.”
CSU
Chancellor
Barry
Munitz’s latest press release
promises to divert $23 million of
fee revenue to financial aid. But
Harmon

said the stated diver-

sion may be an empty promise.
In a CSU budget report presented at the trustees’ January
meeting, $10.6 million was the
actual amount listed as going to
financial aid.
Harmon said the financial aid

proposal would
urden upon

place an unfair
ts with mar-

Alistair McCrone

essence, “a
part of fi-

nancial aid
would be going to financial aid,”
Harmon said.

Due to the state’s financial cri-

sis, he said, “the California State
University is inadownward spi-

ral,” and now the burden is falling on the students. “Unless the

state increases funding, students

will be paying more and getting
less.
“Sacramento has the idea that
students don’t vote — and
they’re right. To this date they
have nothing to change their
minds.”
Harmon said. “First, students need to register to vote.”
He added that students should
. write their legislators, senators
and the governor, and tell them

the fee hike is “unacceptable.”
“Lastly and most importantly

“It is a public system and for

the foreseeable future, it will remain a publicsystem,” McCrone

said.
McCrone said that even with
the fee increase, students would
still be paying less than 15 percent of the true cost of education
at CSU. For each full-time student, the state is currently subsi-

dizing an average of $6,092, according to a state budget report.
McCrone said the CSU fees,
compared to other universities,
are among the lowest fees paid

in the nation. The national average for fees paid at public university systems is $2,137, according to the report.
“The

trustees are

obviously
concerned
about academic
quality,”
said
McCrone.
“The trustees feel in
theabsence
Steve Harmon
of
other
funding, they may not be able to
maintain high-quality education.

“We are very sensitive to the

— vote,” he said.
HSU
President
Alistair
McCrone said Harmon’s idea of
a
movement
, toward

hardship that’s implicit with a
fee increase,” he said. “I think

“privatization” of CSU was “farfetched.”

See Budget, page 8
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California Faculty Association

bargains for light
Q New contract

would mean larger
classes, smaller

work load for
HSU instructors
oon
aon
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HSU faculty members could
be teaching
one less class
semesterwhen the new California Faculty Association (CFA)
contract goes into effect next

NEFEDLEPOIN]
ae

aaa

teak

year.

TATTING

The contract calls for CSU fac-

ulty to teach 11 Weighted TeachPlease

Pre-reqister

Q99

]

322-4269

(

FRANKLY DELICIOUS

The Best
Buffalo

Wings

X-Large Order—$6.50
Includes 22 wings, celery, carrots
and ranch dressing
Valley Weet Shopping Center

ing Units (WTU). HSU faculty

85per
currently average 14.WTU
semester, and the CSU system
is 12 units.
a
refers to the time a
A
faculty member spends in class
teaching students. For instance,
athree-unit-class countsas three
WTU.
“HSU has the highest faculty
workload in the system,” said
profesMilton Boyd, a biology
sor nowon sabbatical. Boyd was
president of the HSU chapter of
the CFA when the new contract
was negotiated.
CSU
the
said
Boyd
peg rsresnenienpa: Ae the
within the
new contract because
,
tofCSU
next ten years 60
toretire. Lowfacultyis
ering the number of WTU each
full-time faculty member must
the CSU system
teach makes
ve
to
more a

mance

that and
eice oe
to accept
y were very
t,”
Boyd ssid,
the contrac
The reduction in WTU would
not mean that each instructor
would be involved with fewer

826-7017

hing load

er teac

units. Instead, the unit that-has

lost will be shifted to collatsuch

eral duties

arly activity.
thnic

studies

Professor

HOUSING &
MEAL PLAN
Take a Challenge...
be an LGA!
¢
¢
¢
e
¢

Be
Be
Be
Be
Be

a leader
a role model
a peer counselor
a community developer
part of a Professional Housing
Staff

“People don’t realize what it
takes to get ready for classes ... I
. [know a lot of
feel
fessors who have to work
on weekends,” Smith said.
Smith said the administration

was trying to pawn the faculty

off to the students as a cause of
the decrease in WTU.

' “They're trying to blame it all

on us,” he said.

“Administration had nothing
to do with it. The CSU bargainnegotiated the contract,”
ing unit

Acafor nt
said HSU Vice-Preside
an.
Esteb
el
demic Affairs Manu

Estaban cited three ways of
combating the the contractual

reduction of WTU:

SATURDAY
FEB

22

Qualifications:
e GPA 2.25 minimum

* Open-mindedness

he said.

. ;BRS

possible... it will bea good-faith
effort,” Esteban said.

Applications available at the Housing
Office starting January 22, 1992

(826-3451)

Applications due in the Housing Office by

5:00 p.m. on February 10,-1992.

$5.00
door7pm
show 8 pm

FIRE AND THUNDER BAND
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will be able

to lowerits
to 11 next year.
“We are going to ital certain
to getas close to 11 as

Sy

SOUNDS OF POWER
GRAFITTI

$7.50 gen
$5.00 student

Given these actions, Esteban

raw not ae

BENEFIT

FESTIVAL

*

ation.

KHSU SECOND ANNUAL JAZZ :

¢ Self Motivated
;
¢ A determination to make a difference
at H.S.U.

WTU.

Time-Equivalent (FTE) students,

0 Fulldecrease from 7,20
to 7,000

JAMBAY & SMALLFISH

2]

WTU a faculty member earns
through tea
independent
study will lower the amount of

¢ Hiring new
faculty. Esteban
said this was not a Possibility
given thecurrent budgetary situ-

door 7pm
show 8pm
FEB

Tim McMillan

¢ Lowering the number of students. Next year enrollment will

BELA FLECK &
THE FLECKTONES | |
$12.50

FRIDAY

-

Nathan Smith said he would look
forward to the extra time.

ae
+
J
BOB MARLEY DAY

acai Ore wa
ae

that reducing the amount of

as advising,

te.

aasmemm

the number of
. Esteban believes

s scholtion for classeand

(i

fslaeerea

classes of

8pm

But Boyd questions why
HSU’s administration had let its
faculty teach somuch WTU.
“How did HSU get so out of

See CFA, next page
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Resources major, said Munitz | hand? Why does HSU have the
tstometheepitome |
»-- of everything
Iam learning |
here at the university (to

make
a “fact sheet”
for the ASC.
While the Nov. 25 resolution
was amended to remove
referencesto Munitz’s business

one

).

Munitz is the chancellor of this
ber comes to me and asks to
and if he | teach a class, I won't say no.
university (system),
continues to be, I will be | However,iftheCFA filesagriev-

embarrassed to

the

decline of the redwood

a

‘B fare

:

Dare

‘State University
is located.”
ae

a cececar

Several people spoke again

Munitz in the “

~ More than ‘100 | eople

prt ofthe necting, saying te

—

eas

sae

pare

which |
count
ve| a

i : Bi
sat —

or’s ties to Maxxam’‘s

bond-financed takeoverof
Scotia-based
Pacific Lumber Co.

and |involvement with a failed

graduate from |

thisPolitical
university,”
she said.
science

of the Munitz issue |

on campus,and told the council

~
thesignatures |
-hehasgathered
of 925 Soden, more than 10 |

has

“yet to hear anyone

(to the resolution).”
.S.
President
Steve
Harmon, who holds a non-

on the council, |
voting position
said at the Nov. 11 meeting

thatHSU shouldadopta “wait-

and-see”

attitude

» chief operating officer of
s Federated Development Co.
when oe subsid
, Maxam,

«eae ~ ieasaeeeaee

. system.

coed oee
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Open

7 Days

822-8712
16th & G St. - ARCATA
445-3394
5th & V St. - EUREKA
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The new contract was negoti-

ated two years ago, before the
current budget crisis came into
r
"
bein 8“Hell yeah, it’s a bad time for
should not affect class size.

“I would be surprised if there
two less classes offered

next

oe

However, another CFA con-

NAIL SERVICES
WITH LORI

A HAIR SALON FOR MEN AND WOMEN

qutry
eo”

Ce 2

Free services that we offer:
e Academic Counseling
e Childcare Information
e Social Events
e Parent Locator Service
e Peer Counseling
e Support Groups
° Coffee
Located in House 55, Room 101

Open 10-3, Monday

CREATIVE
CUTTING & STYLING

Above

Adult

826-3360

- Friday

Read The Lumberjack

n should
of WTU
“Thereductio
give faculty more time to work
with students and do research,”
McMillan said.
“I think that HSU professors
are very committed to education and that is why they have
taken on the higher teaching
units,” Esteban said.

Esteban said the new contract

See Ast, » page 6

Cut

nities on campus.

it to go into effect,” said Boyd.

call for further reduction of units.
From 11 units in the ‘92-’93 aca-

our important projects

hel

_reductioninWTU wouldn’thave
come under such scrutiny if the
budget situation was not so bad.

being negotiated that may
tractis

Corner

done on time. And that's
why we're open late. Every
day. So no matter ~
you need a

He also said he felt that the

In an interview after the Jan.

|

9 to 5 day to get some of

knows how diffi-

Munitz’s ability
to handle the | year,” Sa aak

Lj
aia

For most of us, there just
aren't enough hours in a

position.”

like HSU,” Esteban said.

n

CO in 1986,

Working around QA
the clock tonight?
| Discover Kinko's.

to rethink my
“The union

about

Munitz.

~ Munita was ‘president and

ance against me then Imay have

Randy Ghent has been in the | cult it can be at a small school

" students. We feel that Munitz’s _ forefront
to ecosystem where Humboldt

to teach an overload,”

that Barry | - Esteban said. “If a faculty memamembarrassed

concerns with many past
unethical activities involving
parle berate
integrity of the California State
University ‘system and ma
ardize the welfare of cs -

past behavior
has contributed to

highest
in the system?”
Boyd said.
“We have never forced any-

of

H &

18th ~ Arcata
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dealings, the new one states that
the ASC “has very serious
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VIDEO |
Qut
Come Out
‘Watch the Stars Come

THE ROCKETEER, had PURE LUCK, dealing
such HOT
weree
with the MOBSTERS. ee
SHOTS—always yelling—WILD HEARTS
You get DOUBLE

2
:

IMPACT at Valley Video—

friendly service and great movies.
Win a Van Damme Punch bag—Drawing

Mon.- Sat.
Sun

Feb. 14th.

»

11 -9p.m.
12- 7p.m.

Valley West Shopping Center
Arcata

822 - 4507

A few doors down from Carl’s Jr

North from H.S.U. off Hwy. 101

A OLE

hy a

Stacy Shull, a Natural

‘94 academic year, to finally 9
units beginning in ‘94.
“If the number of WTU goes
down to nine it will affect things
considerably,” Esteban said.
“The further reduction of units
reallydependson what the (University of California) schools do.
If they reduce their WTU, then
we can expect a change coming,” Esteban said.
HSU anthropology lecturer
Tim McMillan is not a member
of CFA, although all CSU faculty fall under its contract jurisdiction whether they are members or not.
“| don’t think it (the contract)
affects me,” McMillan said. “Last
semester I taught 15 units. This
semester I’m teaching nine.”
“1 like teaching big classes. If
you're a good teacher, class size
doesn’t matter,” he said.
McMillan plans to take ad vantage of the unit of collateral duties by advising one of the frater-

6 te gt

demic year, to 10 units in the ‘93-

nces Chancellor
= ‘direct ae committee to
vestigate
chancellor and

5
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Fitting in:
Harwe

Two months after his release,
former hostage teac hes, learns
would try to stretch it out
I t
bu
for a couple of weeks. And then

“if there was an offer from

SPECIAL
TO THE LUMBERJACK

After almost five yearsof cap-

sean ac

tivity in Beirut, former HSU in8

The Lumberjack

well

to

freedom.
“I just try to look at it like I’ve
been coke a while,” he =
ina
interview
Clarklake, Michigan. “It may
onmesome time,
havean
but not
now. I feel healthy,
wealthy, but a
eee
helluva lot wiser.”
Steen earned his bachelor’s
at HSU in
and master’s d
1969 and 1980. He taught jourses
nalism clashere
full and partsome
For1.
198
time from 1970to
was editor of The
he ,
of this time
Union ne
in Arcata and
a journalism instructor at Col-

lege of the Redwoods.
In 1983, Steen went to Lebanon to teach and to write a novel

about the war-torn country. At

the U.S.-affiliated Beirut Univer-

sity College (BUC), he taught
“reporting, photojournalism,

advanced expository — essentially what I taught at HSU,” he
said. Steen and three other Westerners were kidnapped Jan. 24,
1987, by four gunmen disguised
as police.
He was released Dec. 3, 1991.

I would read them and reread

HSU, | suppose | would be on
my way, but so far there
haven’t been any.”
ALANN STEEN
Former hostage

Steen is now teaching writing
courses at Albion College in
and he finds it much
Mi
easier than his job at BUC.
“It’s a lot easier. I have an average of 15 students per class —
BUC had as many as 40,” he
said. “(the students’) command
of the language (here) is better
— I haven’t had a lot of writing
to correct.”

As for the novel, Steen doesn’t
know if he will continue with it.
“My notes and I parted ways.
s
left from
Thereare very few note
Beirut,” he said. “I don’t know if
I'll pick it up again. I really

haven't had the time.”

Losing his notes wasn’t the

worst thing Steen experienced
during captivity.
“I was with three other BUC
professors,” he said. “We were
next door to (Joseph) Cicippio
and (Edward) Tracy, but we
didn’t know that until after we

Theycna tin ina a lotof lotof Mo Mos-

lem material and abouta third of
the Koran. There were novels

”
on,said.
Steen
and somenonficti
—

were released ... there was no
outside contact whatsoever.”
“Excluding the first three
months, we were hidden in five
places—usually there were four
s,” he said. “Talkor five
ing to them was a dead end —
they had no information at all.
Some had a grasp of English, but
were afraid to try it. When we
did talk, we talked in very broken Arabic.”
“We had reading materials,
often. They brought
not
butvery

in six or seven or eight books at

the beginning, but after about
three months, it petered out to
one a month or so,” he said.
“In August

of 1990, they

brought us a book fresh off the
press. We kept asking for old
books, ones which would

be

cheap, but they gave new ones,”
Steen said.
“Turner would read his book

and my book in about two days,

“In fact, they brought in the
Tower Report some time in
spring 1991, the whole report
featuring Colonel North. I’m not
sure they knew what they were
it made for good
but ng
in,gi
brin
reading,” he said.
had little expoThe hostages
to world news. “The guards
sure
brought us stuff on the sly. They
much
verye,
but nottl
gave usalit
— just what they thought we
would like to know,” he said.
“Wehadn’theard anything for
” he said. “Then, in
three
February 1990, we heard about
the Berlin Wall. We were
stunned. We heard about the
Baltic states and were flabbergasted.”
Although he’s committed to
finishing the semester at Albion,
Steen said he would probably
visit the North Coast in May.
Might he consider moving
back to Humboldt County?
“If there was an offer from
(HSU), I suppose I would be on
my way, but so far there haven't
been any,” he said.

sitive.”
At times, the three-hourlong meeting turned to
discussionof PALCO.
Identifying herself as a

friend of both “ecologists and
rednecks,” a community

member said “most of you
guys are going to leave (the
area)and I’m going to be
here.”
She said she had seen

negative effects on the timber

and I'm telling you, vote
against
that man.”

But a few council members

questioned some audience
members’

————————___

as
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The Library Copy Center...

attending

reasons

the meeting. _

for

most of you
seenn’t
“Thave
e
le her
at all,” said Blake
and social
mas, behavioral

science

re

ntative.

Thomas said that although

he respects

the “vocal group”

Behavioral
and Social
s Representative Dave
Conveniently located on campus

(meetings) to talk for 10

minutes and then leaves.”

@ (which is GOOD when you're in a hurry)

4 cent Happy Hours
(GOOD for your pocketbook)

Self-service copiers

—

@ (no one can do it as GOOD as you can)

General school supplies
@ (when all you need is a GOOD pencil)

ah ele |
4) Ce

Over-the-counter copy services
@ (for the GOOD stuff... multiple copies,

colored paper, thesis copying, transparencies,
resumes, enlargements/reductions)

Open Daily, Evenings & Weekends

826-4146
This is a Universi

HSU NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

A Catholic Student Organization

Mass 5:30 p.m.
Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Father John Rogers
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Four residence halls to o
ey

© $7 million

pen in fall

ry ~:

/e

construction will
house 252 students

4

,
a

Called the Advance System,
it “gives you more optionsto
find what you are looking

LUMBERJACK STAFF

They will hold 252 students in
48 rooms, increasing theon-cam-

ps residence capacity by almost
3 percent. Each suite will house

five students except for the end

brarian Carolyn Mueller.

Preparation for the new

on

system started in

1982.
In 1984,
the library division
of the CSU Chancellor's Of- fice conducted a study of the

on-line system and agreed to
contribute to the funds pro-

vided by HSU.
JOHN BARASH/THE LUMBERJACK
Fern, Juniper, Willow and Laurel halls should be completed
suites of Fern and Willow halls cated at one end of the complex,
which will house six students houses the resident director's
apartment and office, a laundry
each.
Additional space is definitely room, a kitchen, vending area,
space, a large lounge
needed, Webb said. HSU is “one storage
of two or the only school with no with Shela and Ny, a game
room, toilets and a maintenance
vacancies in the CSU system,”
room.
he said.
The Creekview Apartments
Harris said 200 applicants on
will be protected
the waiting list to get a space at and its residents
the beginning of the fall semes- ’ by an extensive security system,
Harris said.Each
suite hasitsown
ter had to be turned away.
alarm, and telephones outside
Each unit has a complete
each building give one-touch
kitchen including a microwave,
a living room and a bathroom

with a shower/bathtub combination.

The first floor of each building
except
for Juniper Hall is accessible to the disabled and furnished with side-by-side
freezer/refrigerators and stoves
with the controls in the front.
The Creekview

Lounge, lo-

access to the University Police

by the end of this month.
Living in the Creekview
Apartments
will be more expensive than the other residence
halls.
A Creekview room will cost
$2,747 a year, $408 more than the
fall 1992 = of $2,339 for a
room in the existing residence
halls.The cost for
the existing
halls will rise$38
next year, about
one percent.
Harris said he was “very
happy” with that, in light of the
monetary problems facing the
university.

Welcome Students
®
St.the Episcopal
Alban’s
Church
in Arcata

Thursdays:
5:30 p.m. Holy
Eucharist
6 p.m. Potluck

7 p.m. small group
discussion
8:15 p.m. Compline
Service

Sunday Services:
8 & 10 a.m.
1675

Chester
822-4102

Ave

rtment. Also, the laundry

room in the Creekview Lounge
and each bedroom has a “panic
button”

which; when

pushed, :

alerts UPD.
Such an intricate system was

thought to be necessary because
of the relatively remote location
near the woods, Webb said.

The Cultural Education

Committee is soliciting
proposals that foster
wide-spread participation
in and app reciation of the
cultural contributions,

activities and signifi cance
of the cultural groups
represented on the
committee.
Grant guidelines and forms
are available in the

Associated Students Business
Office; South Lounge,
University Center.
Requests should not exceed $500
Application deadline is:
;
Friday, February 14, 4:00 p.m.

Sponsored by you, The Associated Students
»

.

for,” said acting University
Li-

|
ee
a

contest.

Library gets
new system
stand caenalog system
oysien hes has
replaced Bookfinder in the
Library.

By Daniel Thompson

The new Creekview Apartments residence hall complex
will house its first students next
semester
after construction is finished this month.
Construction is ex
tobe
completed Feb. 15, HSU Housing and Dining Assignments
Coordinator
Debbie Coles said.
She said pana
2 of the
site, located across
jolly Giant Creek north of Founders
Hall, will continue and furnitureis dueto arrive March 3.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice
ent for studentaffairs,
said
e is “very
proud” of the new
complex and called it “one
of the
best in the (CSU) system.”
The approximately $7 million
project involves no tax money
and is on budget, he said.
Harland Harris, executive director of housing and dining services, said itis being financed by
40-year tax-exempt bonds _
by the Dormitory
Revenue Fund
which is supported entirely by
HSU student room and board
fees.
Continuing the tradition of
naming the residence halls after
trees, thefournew
halls are called
Fern, Willow, Juniper and Laurel, the result of a campus-wide

7

8
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¢ Continued from front
ees
e have
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offic
CSU Chancellor

listed $23 million allotted for financial aid. Webb said HSU
President Alistair McCrone

CSU

es
budget.

est priority

would
n short

is to get

lor Barry Munitz

ees meeting.

“If we get only what the gov-

SAT-SUN, OPEN
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76) &td STREET-BROATA,
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¢

$10.6 million for new build-

said at January’s board of trust-
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ments

for repairs and

still EE
of = ora

OUT, PHONE 872-6105

© $14 million for bond pay-

eral | bored dollars,”

"tn e

TAKE

fee revenue will be used for the
following:
e $10.6 million for financial
aid

ings
¢ $31.1 million forbenefitsand
merit salary increases
e $12.3 million for price in:
creases
ucinstr
e $18.1 million for
t replacement
tional
for computing
on
milli
¢ $11.7

would soon becheckingintothis
e meetexecutivcy
atan pan
discre

FOR CASUAL DINING... OR

a a aati

i

Fees

ernor has given us so far, then
we'll need at least the $372 increase to deliver what students
want. This is a difficult budget
time. We've got nowhere else to

go (to raise additional funds).”

In a board of trustees budget
report the CSU identified “mandatory cost increases” of $137.9
million, requiring the additional

support
e $8.6 million

space rental, and other miscellaneous expenses
“We don’t believe $137.9 mil-

enue

be

t.

ee only way to get stu-

dents to

Webb

“I also

said.

it’s
the only way to

the Legislature to approve

increase.”

Student leaders remain skeptical, however.
Harmon said he doubts students will be included in the pro-

cess, calling it “unrealistic.” By

the time the university pays for
essential costs with the fee rev-

enue, Harmon said, “there won't

be anything left (for students to
make decisions about).”
Kim Williams, chairwoman

the California State Student Association (CSSA), is concerned
about the future of California's
students.

lion is necessarily correct,” said

“If fees are raised by 50 percent, it’s like showing students

get advisory committee. “We

CSSA press release. A working

and bond obligations.”

afford school.

Webb, who sits on the CSU bud-

need to minimalize that fi
to essential costs — as utilities
Webb

said the committee is

considering allowing students to
choose how additional fee rev-

Budget
¢ Continued from front page
“But we don’t want to let stu-

dents into a ‘Russian supermar* ket.’ We can’t keep letting students in the door and have nothing left.”
said McCrone’s
“Rus-

sian supermarket” is already
here.

“The quality is already gone,”

the door,” Williams stated in a
~
or
self may no lo

said she herbe able to

ati

“This is not access, this is excess,” Williams said. “I’ve lost
faith in the trustees.”
for instruction?” Webb asked “Tf
students start
for salaries, we would be dishonest if
we didn’t call it tuition.”
Both Webb and McCrone said
the increase was reasonable.

They compared the $372 as only
costing abouta dollar a day fora

year.

“To put in

budget

ve, it’sanadditional
$44

a month for the academic year,”

responded Harmon. “Not many

students, or California residents
in general, have the the ability to
absorb this extra expense.”
Dina Goodwill, ASC vice
agreed with McCrone.
“We only have two options — : president of legislative affairs,
either we make students
pay agreed
“We have to come up with a
additional fees or we admit cc
students,” Webb said. “Sure, large sum (at one time). We're
there is a third option — sacri- not set up to pay a dollar
a day,”
fice quality — but we're not will- Goodwill a
ing to do that.”
“If we let it (the fee increase)
go this time, we may later see
Webb, however,
did
Harmon's contention that the our right
to an education
be di/” she said. “I think acfees used to pay instructional- min
related costs may well be called cess should be a right
— not a
“tuition” rather than registration “er.

Harmon said.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, HSU
vice president
fpr studentaffairs,

American
Bicycie Technology

LOW PRICE — HIGH QUALITY

TREK 800

This 1992 Trek Mountain Bike is
ideal for both town and trail riding. The Trek 800 is equipped

with the latest shimano compo-

.nents enhanced by Trek quality

“Are wenow crossing the line
and asking students to help pay

“Al

t increase is do-

able, but 53 percent is insane,”
she said.

and frame design.
vx21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide
vx Rapid Fire Push Shifting
veQR Wheels and Seat
vx Chromoly Frame
vx Low Profile SLR Brakes

of

Loft
aya

wAll Sizes & Colors in Stock
vx Matrix CDX 1.95 Tires

LIFE CYCLE .22Sc=.,

1593 G ST..- ARCATA + 822-7755

DON’T FORGET THE LOFT!
A QUIET GET-AWAY For LUNCH OR
A GREAT LOCATION FoR YOUR CATERED EVENT

On Campus Extension 4185

For more info. on catering events call ext. 3451

-
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Student activist
has new cause
QO HSU political sci-:
ence junior runs for
Arcata City Council

By Gigi Hanna
SPECIAL
TO THE LUMBERJACK

Youth Vote is based on the
KidsVote program used in
Arizona. The
involves
teaching elementary school
children about the issues and
candidates,
then setting up mock
oo
—
ae eee
ces.
ts voted,
thelr
children
and “voted” too.

legitimate

ote

student
that sea

on cam
eae oatah

80
te a

’ coalition.” He’s been involved

a Youth
Peace, rs
of he
in Teac
Educational Services (Y.E.S.)

which teaches conflict

resolution for children, and
would like to see Arcata schools

adopt the Youth Vote program.

® re
communi

ee
program

af
ai
for

bl

Geass shin aoe nonseions bat eal
want to work,” he said.
e A satellite social services
office in Arcata “so familiesdon’t
have to go to Eureka for food

x

courts,” he said. He

ee,
said.
e “T’d like to un-clog the Arcata

this by allo
uncontested
fines to
at City
ped
eng of po going
courts,

SS

or

City

going

Hall to pay the

arrangementsto

work
off the fine.
say, ‘students should
—
run (for office),’ but when a
studentactually
runs, it’sa whole
different story,” he said. “I just
want to make Arcata the fittest

to survive.”

te | te
fe
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Choose from our generous Adck of

Frames, fulons +covers. Fat it all
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said. “It’s a way the city

afford insurance.” In addition,
he would like to see:

a ee

See

the Boy Scouts of

your futorl ig

ni

cS

insured by

just aved. Now

=

Arcata. He would like to see a
teen center and skateboard park,

hgight. No longer

1
A

te

Paul Butterfield
can work with but not impede
city business and municipal
matters.”
Butterfield has other plans for

Plier
tartan

te ote

tion drives.

over
ly
‘T’ve
1,000 voople Ag oy two
years,” he said. “And I hel
Keene
in
umboldt County.”
has
work
d’s
Much of Butterfiel
He
been for students of all
lent
ve
started the
a
“build
Alliance last year to
coalition for all progressive

today.

5

voter

yours

te

Sen.
Keene, (D-Benecia),
in Democratic
and participating

Foe content combindlion can be

The futon frame
TH iS Solid wood furniture. A devioe
Mm
lif
your Fute
uuFs designed to
dg. lowly F lool 0 sition to greater

ote

when he eo or
since then,
ting trees
Maine to California, working es
tative for state
a field

av"

a
uu |

dug latrines and learned to

inoculate children in Panama

size,

zsTy

been a civil servant since he first

-

-Fiber

te

x

hAye

of foam,

te

stands on national issues,” he
said. “This is a process (citizens)

include layers

“Gm p—-

a

moa!

tatattadts

te

plan) we (citizens) can take

Werernization)

ac) ec

ote
de
te

BF

|

Butterfield will be the first
student on the council since
Wesley Chesbro in 1974.
whathe callsa causeadvocate
gn, Butterfield
said he wants “to see the
olarization and animosity
the students and city
council end.”
Butterfield complained that
despite attendifig city council
meetings and involving himself
in the public comment portion
of the meetings, little attention
paid to his suggestions.
was
“I love ideas about enriching
Arcata and the only way I can
see it happen is by serving on the
city council,” he said. “T’ve tried
other means, but they weren’t
effective ... they (thecity council)
just don’t want to take action.
Maybeit’sbecause!’ma student,
I don’t know.”
quick to point
Butterfield is
issue isn’t
out, however, “the
whether I’m a student or not,
but whether I’m qualified.”
If
experience
equals
qualification, Butterfield has
nothing to worry about — he’s

+

Victor Schaub end. If he wins,

Hh

Elizabeth
Lee, Sam Pennisi and

ok

one of the three city council
positions available in the April
14 election, when the terms of

ote

announced
Jan. 21 he would seek

pe
word for matliress
yers of cotton a tuftecL
together in a cotton hell
mdy now (after years

te

roots, action-oriented campaign
platform. What is interesting is
that he’s an HSU student.
The 26-year-old political
science junior, nicknamed “Tex,”

FUTON (f86%tahn) 15 the

4

—tr

noteworth

Butterfield Netther|s
his prase

Ss.

Arcata City Council isn’t the

came
“Arizona went from a state
with one of the lowest voter
turnouts nationwide to having
one of the highest in 1990,
Butterfield
said.
But Butterfield’s plans go far
beyond student issues. He
advocates
asideone night
each month for a “town hall”
forum where the community
could discuss national, stateand
community issues at length
without disrupting
the business
portio nof city council meetings.
“National issues can become
local issues very fast. (With this

ty

for a position on the

so

Being the youngest person

10
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GRAD
STUDENT
FELLOWSHIPS

AVAILABLE
for 1992-93

All full-time graduate students
are eligible!

granted on a

matching basis.

Woolford/Hegy Rotary Fellowships
Selections based on personal,

academic, vocational and technical
achievement and potential. Financial
need may be a consideration. Whenever
applicable, preference will be given to
students from the HSU service area.

Request forms are due to
the Club Coordinator's office
by Friday, February 14!
Funding provided by
the Associated Students

of Humboldt State
University

LAS

Applications due 4 p.m. March 2, 1992

—

Have any questons, please stop by the Club

Pick up forms at Siemens Hall 212

Coordinator's Office or phone 526-3357

The Sixth Annual
California State University

Student Research Competition
Friday and Saturday May 1 and 2, 1992
San Francisco State University

Procedures and Guidelines

Purpose: To promote excellence in undergraduate and graduate scholarly
research and creative activity by recognizing outstanding student accomplishments throughout the twenty campuses of the California State University.
Who may apply: Undergraduate or graduate students currently enrolled at
any CSU campus, as well as alumni/alumnae who received their degrees in
spring, summer or fall 1991, are eligible. The research presented should be
appropriate to the student's discipline and career goals. Proprietary research
is excluded. Presentations from all disciplines are invited. Students will
specify
one of the following categories in which to compete:
®
vioral and Social Sciences
Biological and Agricultural Sciences
eBusiness, Economics and Public Administration
eCreative Arts and Design (creative project welcome— see “Competition” section)
eEducation
eEngineering and Computer Science
—
eHealth, Nutrition and Clinical Sciences
eHumanities and letters
ePhysical and Mathematical Sciences
Special Category—Energy:
Presentations may focus on scientific or
technological aspects of energy generation or use; on social, political or
economic considerations; on environmental ramifications; etc. Energy-related

work in any discipline or combination of disciplines is welcome.

Competition Site: The campus of San Francisco State University is located
at the southwest corner of one of the world’s most beautiful and exciting cities.
Cultural and historical attractions and fine restaurants are minutes away.
Presentation rooms equipped with a full range of media will be available to the
student delegates.
Competition: On May 1-2 students’ work will be judged on the basis of the
five-page, double-spaced papers and the oral presentations based on these
papers. Students will be expected to present their work orally before a jury and

an audience.

audio and/or visual record of a performance they have given or a work of art

they have created; - their oral presentation should focus of the rationale and
historical context underlying their interpretation of the material.

Each presentation will be judged on clarity of purpose (15%),

proposals. If a student's work has been selected by the seat dlkata

systemwide competition, the student will submit a student d

for the

te registra-

|

tion form to the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research.

i}

will forward
all

|
I|

writing of the time of their presentations, lodging and local transportation
options, and program details by the San Francisco State Steering Committee.

1

Student

tration forms and papers.

delegates

The Graduate
Dean

Material
will not be returned.

to the statewide competition will be notified in

ropriate-

ness of methodology (15%), interpretation of results (15%), cao Or the
research or creative activity (15%), ability of the presenter to articulate the

research or creative activity (15%), organization of the material presented

et

nay oe ee

audience
How to apply: Interested students, in association with a faculty member,
should prepare a five-page, double-spaced research paper and submit five
copies to the Office of Graduate Studies and Research (Siemens Hall 212) by
Wednesday, March 4, 1992, 4 p.m. Each copy of the paper should include the
name of the student
and the title of the presentation. The Advisory Board of
the Office of Graduate Studies and Research will review and evaluate the

Students will compete by discipline category (see the list of

categories under “Who May Apply’). Each student will have ten minutes to
present his or her work and three minutes to listen and respond to audience
questions. Entrants in the Creative Arts and Design category may present an

;

oe

ters are enco

promote interaction with the aatince.

questions from the jury and general
ied to

os

delive

ia

—

Awards: Based on the recommendations of the juries, cash awards will be

provided to the outstan
category. (Ifa category has

undergraduate and graduate presenters in each
r than three un
uate presenters
or fewer

than three graduate presenters, cash awards will be provided to the outstanding presenter and the runner-up, without regard to class standing).

Questions: Questions should be directed to the Humboldt State University

campus coordinator, Dr. Susan Bicknell, Office of
Research, Siemens Hall 212, phone 826-3949,
——

Studies

_

t

MMUNITY.
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Vietnam
memorial
in Eureka
Chuck Snowden (top)
fires a cannon
in part of
a 21-gun salute Saturday

Vietnam Wall Experience
was on display Friday

through Sunday.

—

The 240-foot travelling

wail is a copy of the 493foot original erected in
Washington, D.C., in
1962 and contains the
same 58,175 names of

U.S. military personnel
killed in Vietnam.
The replica will be
viewed in more than 100
other communities
across the country.

Around

America

Upcoming elections polarized
Economic Develo:

| Hanna

Humboldt Bay

By Sik iS THE LUMBERJACK

! | view thelr
Ideology

CandidatesRelief

JF

opment.
the three available

seats on the
Council hope to end
the
zation that they syy afflicts the city.
uncilwoman Eliza’
Lee and Mayor

Victor Schaub seek re-election, and three newcomers— Lou Blaser, Paul Butterfield and Car!
Pellatz have added their names to the race. Sam
Pennisi, whose term also expires this year, has
not announced if he will run for re-election.
Lee, executive director for the Humboldt

Foundation for Medical Care, was appointed
to fill a vacancyon the council two years ago.
She was on the Jacoby Creek School Board
for 10 years and serves
on the Redwood Region

t Commission and the

Alliance for Economic Devel'

“One of the most beautiful words in the

English language is ‘tolerance,’ she said. “We
need to make it a priority in the future of
Arcata.”

Butterfield, a political science re-entry student
at HSU, wants
to see the “polarizationand ©
animosity between the students and council
end.”
As a teenager, Butterfield worked diggin
esing

latrines and inoculating children in third worl

countries. He’s worked on Democratic voter
registration drives, and on the DemocraticCen-

See Elections, page 13
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Arcata Sports Complex
progresses slow, but sure
‘ited ae wil

zNeely
Li
By
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Valley West Shopping Ctr.
(Guintoli Ln. off Ramp)

oe

822-5991

Valley

e
eal
Pava ston

MWFS9-5:30
TTH9-7

be the
ed,
it will
streets is finish
said Arcata Parksand Recreation
Bob Cortel
Director
ComThe idea for the

been delayed due to lack of
|
funds.
“We haven't the foggi est no-

focal point of the community,

junction
of Highway 101 and Sa- _

Early momings & evenings by _—

privately-

owned fitness center Pneduled
o— between May and Sep-

The playing fieldsare finished
and in use now but construction

plex on a 33-acre site near the

CWalk-ins Welcome)
_

When the Arcata SportsComplex near Union and Seventh

and HealthSport, a

— Boulevard originated in
1979.
Master plans were ad
by the city in 1964, and
ign
in deswere
made in
1991.
“It’s taken a long time to get
herebutit’s
been time well
spent.
The city needed time to
and get input from the community.” Cortelyou said. “It’s taken
a lot from everyone
to get to
where we've

.

When finished, the complex

will include the Arcata Commu-

nity Center, three softball fields

for the Community Center has

tion where it’s (the money) com-

from atthis point,” Cortelyou

He said the Community Cen-

Board will seek
ter Development
ts, es =
child care
pursue other methts
cabal fund raising this year.
Members of the board will
advise the city council on the
best way to generate and spend
the money needed for completion of the complex.
The Community Center and
some of the parking should be
completed in three to five years
and will cost between $2 million
and $3 million in 1991 dollars,

Cortelyou said.
The

fields have cost

courts
cost
tween $300,000 and $400,000.

The entire complex is esti-

mated to cost between $3.4 million and $4.4 million for 57,247

ware

feet

Unlike

the recently

HealthSport)

(excluding

when finished.

com-

pleted Adorni Center in Eureka,
the city of Arcata has no funds
—s

designated for the

unity Center.

The Adorni Recreation Center cost 7

million for 19,225

The Adorni bequest covered
$3.8 million
of the cost, and city
redevelopment funds covered
the rest.
The new Arcata Community
Center was designed to be built
in six phases, including a multipurpose room, classrooms,
childcare services, a senior cen-

ter, a teen center
and a kitchen.

MATT STARY/ THE LUMBERJACK

The Arcata Sports Complex under construction at 7th and Union streets, near U.S. 101.

Students Who Make
A Difference

Bush allots money
to buy Headwaters

Jennifer is a student who makes a difference.
She has been involved in the Residence Halls for
four years—is a member of the Cyp ress/Redwood
ress Council Chair,
Manor Council, has been
was a founding member of e National Residence

Hall Honorary
year as an LGA,
and

Jennifer Stenger

Recreation

at HSU, is completing her second
and is in charge of the Information
Desk.

She

has

been

a

peer

counselor with the AIR Center and the
EDGE
program, was Treasurer for Lumberjack Days, and
as been an HOP Counselor for four years.
Jennifer was co-founder of the ‘Sponsor-A-Soldier’
program, where she sent many handwritten letters
and
care-packages of donated items to the
Gurley
udi Arabia. (She and Chris
soldiers in
personally made 52 dozen cookies to put in those
s)
Jennifer is a senior liberal
ple subjects major.

Siidifs/muft

Sponsored by: Activities Coordinating Board
Students, Humboldt Orientation Program,
Associat
Residence Hall Association, Student Affai

University Center, and Lumberjack Enterprises
To nominate a student for this ad

form. They are available at: 214

please complete Spoeination

Nelson Hall

Takeback Committee this would

By Liz
LUMBERJACK STAFF
TheU.S.
ent
of Agriculture
has allocated $12 million
from its —
to purchase the
Headwaters
Forest, the world’s
largest remaining stand of oldgrowth redwoods still privately
owned.
The Pacific LumberCo.,own-

ers of Headwaters Forest, has
been surrounded
by controversy
since the 1985 takeover of PL by
Maxxam Inc., and Charles

wtlegal tion

is passed, the

3,000-acre forest will be purchased from Hurwitz for ap-

proximately

$300 million.

According

to

the

PL

“reward” Hurwitz for his allegedly fraudulent takeover that is

er investigation by The U.S.

U.S.

rtment of Justice and The -

Department of Labor.
Hurwitz liquidated the $97.6
million pension fund that covered nearly 4,000 PL workers

shortly after the takeover.
PL kept $62.1 million of the
fund for itself and spent about

$37.2 =e n to give pensioners

coverage by insurance company
Executive Life, des tesigns that
Executive Life had heavy investments in junk bonds.
Since the takeover, various

lawsuits have been filed against

See Headwaters, page 14
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The Lumberjack
in Arcata, is a

Elections

to the

tral Committee as a fundraiser.
He’s a field
for Sen.

, and

he founded the
ve Student Allianceat
Retired Simp son Timber
Co. timberlands 2
—
Blaser
a
ee

“I have the time and

I'm ve

disturbed about the

on

that exists in the city because of
recent actions by the city council.” He’d like to “confine city

government to city affairs.”

Blaser is a member of Concerned

Citizens

for Arcata,

Arcata Rotary, and a charter
ee

at

Nid

Board of

and is involved
in with
organization.
tz is active in the HSU

© Continued
from page 11
Barry Keene,

8 ap-

Committee.

carl Pellatz, an insurance
agent and volunteer fire captain

raises
foracademicscholarships and recruiting, and was
sap bunabieen ie
organization
for one year.
“Ithink
tion
is one of
the big issues in the
gn. I
will bring a middle-of

ees
rtd ttiores®
not

Pellatz said.
HSU natural rey
history eee
ate Dwain Goforth said
bringa “new perspective, knowl-

=

Goforth, owner of Milestone
Software, describes himself asa

“liberal and an idealist.” He’s

proud of Arcata’s cultural diversity and wants to work asa

facilitator to the council, “as
orem. not as a hammer.”
Mayor Victor Schaub, amid

attacks from conservatives
in the
community, said he’s worried
the progressive nature of
Arcata’s government
may come
to an

in

sor vacancy.
“We must create more situations that allow room for discussions, for differences of
and
conflict
resolution,”
Fulkerson said. “M'
commitment on the

make

i

is to

tion and collabo-

“It’s easy to criticize the
Arcata City Council, partly because Arcata is different
from its
nei
communities and
partly because Arcata has often
to take controversial stands,” he said in a press
release.
Schaub, also an attorney in
Arcata, has been on the council
since 1988 and became
mayor in
April 1990.
In the the Board of Supervisors race, former mayor of

ration as important as balancing

Arcata Julie Fulkerson is run-

business

term. She was elected in 1
fulfill the third district paar

“bring a common thread” to
county government.

ning for her first full four-

Tiffany’s
ay

sAy

«Whole foods

Hut franchises in Eureka and

Fortuna,

is

ice
Cream
*Miso Soups
eCones by
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return the company to its former

Was

ing environmentalists, and re-

and fraudulent.

The PL Takeback Committee

ment
eh
Bact
Tineter
bak he. 22 appeal.

turn to the practice of selective
:
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be tial

mau

Sapien Whe Wuesete tears
Preto its rightful owners.”

lish selective
onthe
entire
, including the

biodiversity
plan that wouldap-

est.

owned by PL.

3,000 acres by the

The committee proposed a

3,000 acres

Headwaters For-

d
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é

researc

e
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AERDCR SEF
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_ WithCalifornia’sbudgetdefiit, the state Fish and Game De-

es

itself caught

a rock and a hard place

ply to the entire 190,000 acres —_In contrast, purchase
of the When it comes to protecting
The

least 20

would put at

t (approximatel

40,000 acres) on a

would preserve

150-year,old- _Rick Ellis, executive director

growth rotation cycle, with a

minimum of6,000acresdevoted
to ancient forest status at any

period of time.

This would result in centu-

of the PL Employment Stock

Ownership Plan (ESOP) and
member of The PL Takeback

the 190,000 acres.

80 percent of

If the committee
is successful

‘in “taking back” PL, it would

California’s

species.

__ Bruce Deuel, associate wildlife biologist for the department

and

sor of the Endan-

ee

ake

Recovery Pro-

that money is always
a problem, but right now it is

Committee said there will be a particularly tight
_hollisitic balance of eigen

ries of employment dependent and selectivecu

on the

government

Headwaters

Rep.

Windsor),

Frank Riggs,

(R-

the Bush

administration’sdecision
to pro-

tect the old-growth forest but

“We don’t have the dollarsto

do the research
or contract for

research,” Deuel said in a tele-

—

interview from Sacra-

with the shortage of

‘said in a press release that he

dollars is a shortage of man-

spend millions of taxapeyers’

are not

“wanted to make sure that if we

money, we are certain
that the
money does not reward duplicee
en ie
that funds

Se

lnoed in nuataeete

_ standing
issues of the HurwitzMaxxam takeover are resolved.

Power, wtatahan

benietaaee

le to con-

duct biological
or studies for recovery problems. Deuel
said the the
t has so

many tasks
to it that it,
is stretched thin and often can’t
“i

eae

___ Ester

cae

a wildlife

bi-

with the Fish and Game __
Department,
said financial woes
are ——
in pro<a
‘
;
ehavenomoney,”shesaid

‘in a telephone ipiterview from
Sacramento.
Burkett
said theeffortstoprotect the marbled murrelet and
spotted owl are
examples
of some
of the

lemsthe

Fish

GRAPHIC BY LEN DE GROOT
t feels there is a
thed
lotmoreold-growththatshould
receive
ion, but
moneyisa “political shell
of cu
other
, tax

ng some
Burkett is
help from voluntary contributions
by the endan-— species check-off box
found on the bottom of the state

Coupled with the deficit, the
recession has made efforts to
save old-growth more difficult.
“It’s a dilemma on both

She also said private groups
who get interested in environmental issues on a local level
and form lobbying
ps are

sides,” Burkettsaid.“Forthebird

helpful, since the

hikes and issuing bonds.

income tax form.

department

and Game hasin protectingspeitmeansit maybeimperiled;for doesn’t have
h money to
cies, even if they are listed as the timber ioe
they
le to lobby
,
end
need the revenues.”
rkett also said she believes
Negotiations are currently in
Both Burkett and Deuel said _it will takemore than justsetting
the works forthe FishandGame
thingshaven’tgottentothepoint
aside land and ne species on
t to buy the Head- where the d epartmen tislaying
the endangeredspecies listto
waters Forest from Pacific Lumpecese off, but it has frozen hir- save imperiled sismak &animals
ber Co., Burkett said, but ideally
and ecosystems.
an enthey would like to buy alot more
If positions do come up, the
ecosystem
suchasoldold-growth forests for protec- first
preference is to hire peo
wth forests more economition.
who have held thre poopl
cally viable standing than harBurkett said many timber state departments, such as vested is one way to save both
com
have offered to sell CalTrans or the state park sys- the ecos
and the inhabitplots
of old-growth
to the de- tem, Burkett
said. Very little hir- ants in
Burkett said, and
t, but funds for such pur- ing is being done from universi- suggested eco-tourism as one
chases just don’t exist. She said ties, she said.
possible solution.
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A program offering undergraduate students an
opportunity to study for up to one year at one of 107
colleges and universities in the United States and its
territories - usually at the same cost as attending HSU

General Information
Meeting
Wednesday, Febuary 5, 4 - 5p.m.
Goodwin Forum
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Bill Arnett
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Modern criminal investigations go high tech
OQ DNA evidence is

Mapping

admissible in crimi-

nal court, but potential problems exist

DNA

Scientists define a modern ‘fingerprint’

By Carole Audisio
LUMBERJACK STAFF
A criminal no longer
has to
leaveafin
ntat the scene of
a crime to be identified — just a
hair or a few flakes of skin may
be enough.
DNA
ting,a method
of identifying persons from their
genetic makeup, was ruled admissible as evidence in criminal
cases by a state District Court in
the case of People vs. Axell in an
Oct. 29 decision.
DNA evidence has been used
in criminal cases in the past, but
this ruling validates the scientific process.
“The rules of evidence operate to make sure that the jury
hears the best evidence that’s
available,” said Nancy Diamond,
an associate attorney for the city
of Arcata and former private
criminal defense attorney. “In
the DNA situation the courts
have allowed prosecuting and
defense attorneys to bring in

The ee

different speeds to a

there is no longer scientific de-

bate,” she said. “No longer will
the prosecutor be required to
prove theaccuracy of the results.
going to
The results are simply
be accepted as the results of an
accurate process.
“The prosecutors love it because it saves time and cost and
it’s not as confusing for a jury,”
Diamond said. “Now the prosin
ecutor doesn’t have to bring
experts to prove each step of the
process.
“I generally like to have to
prove processes. I think that it
betallows the jury to appreciate
ter the quality of theinformation
they are receiving,” she said.
“That's the role of the defense
attorney, to hit those points and
b
not let a jury assume an
acid)
(deoxyribonucleic
DNA
molecules are found in the
nucleus of every cell, and are
made up of segments called
genes. Genes notonly determine
which traits are inherited, but

also control all cell activities.

hasa specificgenetic
Everyone
sequence, except
DNA
or
code,

od identical twins. —"
|A fingerprin

,

c inferenation for
“The
one gene is coded in about 900
you have for
Ihave
brown hair and the
,” said
for brown hair will
Professor
biology
HSU
Raymond Barratt. “It used to be

pole.

The DNA sat

placed in —

dd
fj
TT fT
a. Ss
ft

is mapped by computer and
ultimately looks like a bar code.

:

Lj
|
1
YY ft
TTT

where it is z
with an elect
current.

|

process and then throw it to a
jury.

the scientific community that

positive

The distance each regret vavels

their experts to battle out the

“This one. court has finally
decided that the process hasnow
become so well established by

cae fragments are

charged and move at

GRAPHIC BY LEN DE GROOT

murder.
“It can be helpful to identify
ns present or somehow inI
than
color
hair
have a different
ina situation,” Diamond
volved
would.
said.
“It has recently been learned
She cautioned, however, that
that there can be differences bejumping to conclusions should
tween your brown hair geneand
carefully avoided. The sigh
don’t
whic
my brown hair gene
of a matching DNA
nificance
express themselves,” he said.
cesas test must still be interpreted in
ese differen
are known
each case.
silent mutations.
The method of identification
DNA
unique
“Each of us hasa
genetic material is not
using
fingerprint as a consequence of
without potential flaws.
having changes in their DNA
“I think that the more highence that don’t affect the
these analyses get, the more
tech
said.
individual,” Barratt
are fraughtwith technician
they
“Whenever evidenceis collected
from a person the issue of pri- errors. Even though a lot of this
is done automatically there can
vacy is always a concern. With
testing the procedure is be mistakes made, and I think
DNA
that is the real danger.” Barratt
the same.
“Wheneve
you rget intobodily . said.
ewe with samples so
samples, hair
blood
—
fluids
that if you got a piece of
small
samples, tissue samples —
the preparation it
into
skin
a
i
D
e courtorder,”
to havea
hav
That would be the
ruinit.
would
mond said. “You have to havea
risk — contamination of the
court that will evaluate whether
pri- sample,” he said.
there should be a reasonable
ere’s another area of povacy invasion here.”
t the court is doing
is tential abuse and I’m not sure
e
t whether this goes to defense or
if ther
is sufficien
tion or to society, and
evidence to think that this peryou start looking
when
is,
that
give
to
son should be
finding other
start
you
DNA,
at
further samples,” she said. “You

thought that all 900 bases had to
be the same or else you would

can’t simplydrag the defendant

hi
of
part
t hhee give
up part
up
give
tat
cna
DNA.”
DNA evidence would most
with
likely be used in connection
such violent crimesas rape and

=

of excuse,” Diamond

“One of the serial killers was
tested for DNA and was found
to have an extra Y chromosome

See DNA, page 19

DISCOVER

SCIENCE
HSU fisheries Professor
George Allen will lecture on
the return of salmon to the
Arcata

e The Ninth Annual Conference on Environmental
Systems and Natural Resources will be held in the
Kate Buchanan Room Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
HSU faculty and students
will give presentations on
cs of current concern and
research in environmental
systems and natural resources.
HSU geology Professor
Carver will lecture on

the

region.

bilityof great earth-

in the Humboldt Bay

wastewater

treat-

ment plantin Humboldt Bay.
An HSU graduate mathematics student will give a
presentation
on
the
mathematic modelling of
abalone pops.ations.
¢ The chemistry department has invited William H.
Fink to give a presentation
on “Molecular Snapshots,
Friday at 4 p.m. in Science A
564.
¢ Steve Walston will lecture on seismic techniques
of geophysical exploration
Mondayin the Science A475.

Editor's note:
This box will run
weeklyin this section
as space
allows. Its purpose is to pro-

vide information
on upcoming
and events on
science lectures
campus and in the community.
Please bring submissions to
‘s science ediThe
torin the basement
of Nelson
Hall East.
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Kuwait's fires
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Source: Outside Magazine

Researchers probe effects of fires
year after the Gulf War, Kuwait's oil fires

OA

have been extinguished, but studies on the
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Sunny Brae Center

effects of the fires on the environment and
human health will continue
winds far beyond Kuwait. Black

By Tim Epperson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Kuwait's oil inferno, which
was expected to take five years
to extinguish, has.virtually been
wiped out thanks to international cooperation and technology.

eWhen allied troops from Op-

eration Desert Storm made their
advancing
assault on the tiny
emirate

last February,

Iraqi

troops set fires toapproximately

500 of its oil wells.
The fires blackened the skies
of the Arabian Peninsula and
turned the sands of Kuwait into
a black sea of oil.
“Someof the flames resembled

flaming tornados tethered to

their wellheads,”

a week

5”™*

Gold Medal
All Purpose Flour
Western

Orange J

as
Westwood

ce

2 #99¢ Re
«- Sunny Brae

you:

« Cutten

Ross

Collins, an oil well firefighter
for the Bechtel Corp., in a telephone interview from San Francisco.
The oil fires in Kuwait and the
monstrous plume they exhaled
sparked the world’s attention.
ch day relentless flames devoured roughly five million barrels of oil,
generating more than
halfa million tons of aerial pollutants, including sulfur dioxae the key component of acid
n.
Billowing two miles high, the
sooty pall was carried by the

never to be known with cer-

tainty,” said Dr. Wayne Larson,
a company physician for Shell

“Human health
‘is being affected
in ways and de-

grees never to
be known with
certainty.”
DR. WAYNE LARSON
Shell Oil Co. physician
pom Co. ina ——

m its regio

interview

eadquarters

in Bakersfield.
Larson was sent to Kuwait in

August to assist with medical
treatment for oil firefighters
and
Kuwaiti citizens who suffered

illness caused by the fires.
“Most everyone that I treated

cardiovascular disorders.
Firefighters fought through
the scorching summer heat to
fight the roughly 500 well fires.
The firefighters
were contracted
from
private companies by
Bechtel and the Kuwaiti government to battle the blazes.
Bechtel is the U.S. engineering
firm that designed modern Kuwait.

The wells were first extinguished by using a non-phosphorus

soapy mixture, which

was shot from water cannons
attached to tanker trucks. The
wells were then ca
by a
new wellhead, which

was low-

ered from a crane as two workers guided it with ropes and
—
it down.
.
wells were then
snctbebtptaitanne called
“mud,” a mixture of bentonite
and barite which is heavier than

See Fires, page 19

suffered from some sort of bron-
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food chain. Many are carcino-

gens, or cause brain damage and

ee

7 days

said

rains fell in Saudi Arabia and
Iran and black snow was said to
have fallen in northwest India,
more than 1,500 miles eastward.
“Human health is being affected in ways and degrees

chial or asthma problems,”
Larson said. “A lot of coughing
and upper-throat infections.”
Larson said a major health
concern is toxic metals. These
metals are released by the combustion of oil, and by explosives
detonated in the war— the
and metal jackets. Some
airborne metals will settle on
the ground, especially in the vicinity of Kuwait, contaminating both soil and vegetation.
heep, goats, and camels grazing in the area will accumulate
the metals, which may enter the
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ou puta

ep

and the thought was that maybe anextra
Y chromosome means that People will

have this aberrant behavior,” she said.

lit le

ofthesampleon

an agarose gel and run an electric current

F

|

a ee

said.

looks similar to a bar code like thoseseen

fingerprinting

on merchandise.

consistsof three major steps: splittingthe

Finally, the bands
are compared to see

DNA, separating the pieces
and compar- _ if the samples are the same.

ing the results.

“You get a whole series of bands and

rst, a sample of DNA is treated with

what you look for is that

enzymes called endonucleases which split

DNA hasa

different band than my'DNA

has... this

the DNA into pieces.
“The endonuclease can
the
different order and splits one gene but

fragment is present there, is not present
there. Therefore this
Nn matches or
doesn’t match,” Barratt said.

“Soinonecaseifacertainenzymewere
applied you would have two pieces of
DNA and in the other case you would

couple of hairs off a frozen mammoth,”
Barratt said. “It’s incredible — they are
doing it on the Egyptian mummies.”

not the other,” Barratt said.

“You can do a DNA fingerprint on a

ies

GST:

B22

wells shut,”

.

The

Collins

t

said.

last well was extinguished in

thenew Wellhead. The well wasthen

|

|

value. This has

major re-

sealed.
“We ran into problems with this
procedure, because every time the

search initiative by the National Science Foundation, the University of
Washington and the National Center

smoulde
ring
ember
would ignite the

“Not only do the fires possess the

wind would change direction, a

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).

fire gain and the whole process
start again,” Collins said.

tried usingan

liquid ni

nity to

test the aspects of the nuclear winter

explosivecharge.Each

chargecon

tential to affect regional weather,

Pat they also offer an

Collinssaid thatthefirefightersnext

hypothesis, which predicts severe cool-

-The

ing from smoke clouds

sun-

|
were set about 20 feet from
light,” said NCAR‘s William Cooper
the well and then triggered. The ex- _ in a telephone interview from Los Anplosive charge of ni
acted asa
les.
can illuminate the effects
vacuum, depriving the well of all

of pollution on clouds themselves, an

oxygen.
e explosives literally froze the

uncertainty in our understanding of
climate change.”

Free’
Condom

ve
1

7. a h u

I]

oil, which was
ped froma truck
early November. The fires’ unprecthrough a high-pressure hose into _ edented size gives them high scientific

_ migrate through the gel toward the posi-

“Once you start looking at things like _ tive
pole and are separated by size. The
that you end up sort o raat
Smaller ones migrate faster.”
. your responsibtoility
society,” Diamon
When completed, the DNA fingerprint
The process of DNA

.Congnued from page |

through it,” Barratt said. “The DNA fragments are negatively charged and they

We

| K
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Clinic Services: 442-5709
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2316 Harrison Avenue, Eureka
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If the press
didn’t tell us,
who would?

That's how we described our
Trek 830. At $439.98 this model
is an agressive trail rider with
features which up to this time
were only found on expensive
_ mountain bikes.
vx21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide
vx Big Oversized Fork
vx Oversized Frame Tubes
vx Over The Top Cable Guides
vx Oversized Stem & Headset
vx Matrix CDX 1.95 Tires
vx Gel Saddle
tx Off Road Geometry
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~ amto town
OQ Armed with years of
experience and a hot new
album, Taj Mahal brings
his eclectic bag o’ blues

to HSU Saturday night
By P.J. Johnston
EDITOR IN CHIEF

February is a great time for Taj Mahal
to roll into town.

After all, I can think of no better way to
celebrate Black History Month than an
evening of Taj’s sweet repertoire. For a
quarter of a century, this “natch’l blues”
master has been staking out his own territory in the music world, avoiding mainstream —.. and demanding recognition for the broad spectrum of African-American music.

Taj is a veritable repository of black
styles. His 22 albums exploreand expand
the boundaries of acoustic and electric
blues, jazz, ragtime, calypso, reggae and
His concerts are
native African forms.
the threads
bind
which
mosaics
like aural
they reAnd
es.
influenc
of these

mind us that those threads should never

have unraveled in the first place.
Though the word “comeback” has surfaced again and again since Taj hit the
his latest
— to
road last summer
album, “Like Never Before,”— he has
never been a top-40 artist. He has always

toured heavily, and it’s good to see him
return to the North Coast.
Finishing up a four-day stint in Colorado, Taj will pack his “Leaving Trunk”
this week and hit HSU Saturday night,

where he'll playa solo show in Van Duzer

Theatre. If it’s anything like his foot-

stomping one-man extravaganza in Eureka a couple years back, the concert is
bound to be CenterArts’ best offering of
the year.

“I’ve put a tremendous amount of energy into touring over the years,” Taj said
in a phone interview from a Telluride,
Colo., hotel room. “I just got back from
touring with the band

in Europe, where

we played to extremely satisfied houses.”

Taj said he likes to alternate between
solo performances and playing with his

multi-instrument band. The

HSU show

will highlight Taj’s ability to electrify an

audience with his singular powers: soaring vocals, intricate guitar work, and an
occasional piano-beating.
The new album provided the impetus
for this latest round of tour dates, and
with good reason. “Like Never Before,”
his first record for the Private Music label, is in many ways the definitive Taj
ground for
s
Mahal album. It breaknew
conadding
,
the 49-year-old musician
impresR&B to his already
tem
genres. The record is
sive catalogue of
and accessible to
polished
more
fresher,
s he’s
anything
than
contemporary listener
Please see Taj Mahal, page 24
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HSU doctor wins national contest by
ical er
identifying Mozart’s mus
Wolfgan
tury

Budweis er.
KING

OF

—

BEERS,

u are a serious Grateful
sad fan,testyourvelfandiryto
Se
the Dead as you
ioe many reee
A or Boogie
uctions could you

Intramural
Manager's Meeting
This Week
Feb. 4
7:00
Softball
7:45
Volleyball
8:30
Football

Narensky

ide
, National PubLast
lic Radio held the “Performance

Today, Mozart Contest,” in
memory of the great 18th-cen-

fi

geting more

7

composer

Amadeus Mozart. The objecto
the contest was for the listener to
correctly guess the title of a

r
a mere
fte
hearing
piecea
Mozart
Mé

radio.
on the t
of it pe
snip
And the winner was?
uessed it. The HSU
de
ter’s very own Dr.
1.
ny Da -year-old physician and
Vietnam veteran was in Fort

Ga. when
he found out

he won the lucrative contest.
“It wasa kick. I felt lucky]
had
prothe
to
listen
to
a lot of time
= back there,” Davis said.
Unfortunately, Davis was in
the em
cy room when
NPR
broadcast the news that he was

Need on fespensve mniser!

cai Louis Cyon

Feb. 5 |
7:00
Soccer
Basketball 7:45
8:30
RQB

Miniter, Unwersol Life Church

ae

Dr. Jay Davis, Health Center

the winner of the event award-

knowledge of Mozart comes

-

from his evertive mind.
not a musician him-

him the complete collection

Bide woes worry ot yo

[

zart’s works,
a total of 181
ct discs.
never
what he could have cae ae
had lived longer,” Davis said,
to Mozart's incredible
volume of musical creations
and

the ~~"

early death at

self, Davis listens to as much

classical music as possible. It is
this fascination
with great composers
that gives Davis
his exse.

“1 try to catch as much of the
classical
can, al

on KHSU as!
I wish there were

more such programs,” Davis
said.

Davis

said

his extensive

“It bothers
me when I hear a
ece on the radio and don’t
w what it is,”he said.

eEast Gyme

BEINRNZ

Intramurals start week
of February 10. There
are still some leagues
open — Come by and
sign up (FC 151).

“More

an
id

February

Intramural
Tournaments
Spring 1992

Sign-up

Triathalon

April 1

April 23-25

April 20

May 3

May1

GENUINE

March 12
March

20

tf

March 14
March 22
April 3-5

of

i

Feb. 17
Feb. 27

—
“A

ery
Innertube Water
Polo
Ultimate Disc

Feb. 29

F
Bi Hil

Feb. 19-20
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Arcata Good
Endeavor

O
Share the

“to Samoa Bivd-

“vatr st, suite ™
Fo,

Box

\

12 Arcaty

“CA 95521

aval A

Garvest

Thanks to all the students who
have donated their time and
resources to help make the
program a success.

More volunteers are

needed!

There will be an open house

on Feb. 5th from 4-5 p.m.

n

located behind the
Church at 11th and G St.
phone 822-5008

RARIN

mn

bsie

PHOTO COURTESY
OF AL! KARDAM

Steel Pulseghas
band nnin
Grammy award-wi
international
the
on
earned superstar status

recording and touring scene. Pictured here are
Steve Nisbett, David Hinds and Selwyn Brown.

British reggae band

blends R&B and rock
Q Steel Pulse brings politically

fer from political stress or whatever persecution,

inspired lyrics and deep social,
environmental and spiritual

“I consider myself a survivor,” Nisbett said. “1
am deciding right and wrong for myself. The
world can be an unpleasant place to try to get
along in these days.”

consciousness to Beer Garden
By Tammy Barak

you are a victim.”

“Over time our musical horizon has broadened,” Nisbitt said. “Since ‘Handsworth Revolu-

tion’ (1978), we have grown from the many per-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ina time when much musicseemsas spiritually
uplifting and politically aware as the 24-hour

formers we have worked with.”

food martatan Exxon station, British reggae band

Steel Pulse rejuvenates the music scene with
thought-provoking
lyrics.
Pre Steve *Caizly” Nisbett feels the most
Oe
issue today that Steel Pulse addresses
—
y to man.”
“inhumanit
is
“Man is suffering in all corners of the world,”
Nisbett said in a phone interview from Australia.
from religious persecu“Whether he is s
his skin or whatever the
of
color
the
for
or
tion,
it doesn’t matter if he
g,
sufferin
reason. If man is

“Man is suffering in all corners
of the world...Whether he is
suffering from religious
persecution, or for the color

of his skin...he is suffering.”

whatever. If man is suffering,
isblack, or whiorte,

he is suffering.”
Formed in 1975 in the Handsworth section of
, England, Steel Pulse’s albums inTo The
sworth Revolution,” “Tribute
clude
“Reggae Fever,” “True Democracy,”
a.
Grammy-nominated “Earth Crisis,” the
the
Grammy-winning “Babylon The Bandit,” “State
of Emergency” and most recently, “Victims.”
eighth album released
ms”
is Steel Pulse’s
“Victi

in the United States, and its title track was inspired by African leader Kwame Nkrumah’s autobiography. Nkrumah, Ghana's first president

after a 100-year occupation by the British, describes the mistreatment of the Ghanians under

British rule.

“We decided on the title ‘Victims’ for the new
placeall over the
album because of whatis

world,” Nisbett said. “Take a

around, there

are so many people underfoot. Whether you suf-

STEVE NISBETT
Drummer, Steel Pulse

Steel Pulse gained exposure on the rock ‘n’ roll
shows for Bob Dylan, INXS,
circuit by
“Can't
Robert Palmer and Sting, and com
Right
The
“Do
Stand It” for Spike Lee’s 1989 film
Thing.” The group also headlined the 39-city
Reggae ern ‘89 tour with Sugar Minot,
, Half Pint, Sophia George and the
eo
Steel Pulse utilizes an inventive musical style
with R&B, rock, funk, hipthat combines
“Victims” song “(Can't Get
hop and hsm
y System,” for example, indudesa
You) Out
harmonica solo by Stevie Wonder.
Beer
l
Steel Pulse will play at the Internationa
Garden on Feb. 12 at § p.m.

io), Oe,
PE BRU

eS
ARY

ARCIE

CONCERT INFO:
822-0870
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Beer Garden to host

Marley's birthday bash
Ss mesin
held
be
will
sage, a
InMarley’s honor at Arcata’s
ternational Beer Garden. Proceeds from the event will fund a
new Ethnic Music Scholarship
at HSU.
is sponsored by
The
Umoja
uctions,
in conjuncBrewHumboldt
the
tion with
headed
ery. Umoja Productions,
bylocal ee
came
er in order to bring
e music to
the message of
well as
as
area
the Humboldt
thecomback to
give something

2

Q In honor of the

Jamaican superstar,

FRESE R LS:

The Lumberjack

the show will fund an
ethnic minority music
scholarship at HSU
By Todd Kushnir
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In the world of reggae susie,
no name draws more
tion than Bob Marley. He tou ed
re ore of millions worldwide
wi
messageof peace, unity
and hope to underprivileged
ursday marks the great
poet’s birthday, and in an effort

Se

See

munity.

After returning from a twoyear absence from Humboldt
County, Kenyatte realized
something
ed to be done to

Bring in your Paul Mitchell bottles for ulills

oy

£ $1 on each bottle

ne

ut...

’ Located in the University Center

7
Lumberjack Enterprises salutes
BLACK HISTORY
H!
NT
MO
To honor black Americans
will
oe

4

create widerethnicdiversity

in the music
tat
HSU. Kenyatte felt a minority scholarship was the perfect idea to help recruit mi-

*;

nority students.

With the help of HSU eth;;;
rNathan
nic studies
:*;,
to
able
was
Smith, Kenyatte
start a new music scholarship which will be for mi-

nority students.

~.:

}

ies department will be
the final decision
as to who will be the
recipient.

ey’s music has

been
a constant force in
Kenyatte’s life, and he
id

that

without

Marley’s words of wisdom, he would not have

been able to put this show
together.
“As Bob said, ‘When one
door is closed, another is
open,” Kenyatte said.
“A lot of doors were
closed on me when I was
getting this celebration off
the qoent: ” he said. “But
through persistence and
hard work other doors were
opened. That is what I believe
Bobissayingin thatquote: Don’t
give up.”

To help get into the birthday
spirit three local bands, Graffiti,
Sounds of Power, and Kala
Kenyatteand
The Fire and Thunder Band!, will
rm their
own brand of
North Coast
“roots” (traditional) reggae.Kala
tteand The Fire and Thun-

_ Local discjocki
of KPMI, Jake Soottof KRED and

but at the celebration.

will be guest mastersofceremo-

der

! will be making itsde-

Taj

:

M

Rodney Ragamuffin of KHSU

ahal

¢ Continued from page21
ever done. Yet the album comes full circle,
leading
back through
the tangled roots of black
yo
ica
mannan cur-

Taj said he enjoys much of today’spo

ae

saan

*%

oe
*
.
1

oe
°*

§ Doors open at 8 p.m.

on the album. Even DJ Jazzy Jeff gets into the

cture, splashing a hi oe wir uae 8
old-time
tune called “Squatt
that
t.” Thealbum wraps
with a three-song finale, starting with a
Dixieland-style remake of Taj’ss best-known
song, “Cakewalk Into a ee
T
standards, “Bigois doe aa in
Style Again” and
tae? brings it all

home.

peste
men because for years I’ve
eck ctediccamaes
out there ,and everybody's
been
ing the musicthat
came
out on theft tire bum," Taj said.

what the range
ck music is. But it goes a
lot further
back than that. We're talking about
several centuries back,” he said.

vate Records’ publicity eter
that
contem
music has finally caught with
Ta
that just may be true.

broken when
le
tus to the Western
Hemisphere.
over here,
e have been
trying to develop a certain
of cohesive
style. And that’s always being challenged by
.| the next generation.”

in America wasdedicating their total celebrity
and musical
toward reggae,
third world, African — black music?
“Now if you listen to what the music's all
about, what they’re calling world beat, we
= doing that stuff a long time ago,” Taj

—for
what they seeas

“There’s a lot to work with, but the line was

igi
sone
cee contrib
black Amecicons Cts

the show.

roe and hi ae — bak he
to the musicians’
ve memory.
like a lot of their stuff and] I really enjoy
working with them because I think they’rejust

going back 20, 30

_lnen ofloct p cacturage 2 basic,

nies. Tapes, T-shirts
and
will ines
given away thosnghaut

“Like Never Before” builds on the strength

of a virtual who’s-who list of studio musicians

in Taj’s corner,
and spicesthings up with
a few

§ “LikeNever Before”

that. Pri-

t the last two decades, “who else

That worldly beat is the common denominotable cameos. The Pointer
, Hall and
natorin allof Taj’s music,
and for a few hours
Oates, Dr. John and David Lindleyall show up _ onSaturday night, the world will beatin Arcata.
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HSU poet comes full circle in new book
Q Judith Minty’s
latest book of poetry,
“The Yellow Dog

“Poetry is life —
a life lived.”
JUDITH MINTY

Journal,” explores

HSU professor

themes of family,
nature and memory

pen until you drop dead. Unless
you're something that might be
called an occasional poet.”
In addition
to the constant satisfactionof writing
,Min
takes pleasure in sharing
it wi
others through poetry readings.
“It seems
to me that what happens when a poet reads is that
there is energy that
out to
the audience, and
then something comes back,” Minty said.
“A circle is made, and it’s that
circular energy that feels very

By Chérie
Some people say love
is better
the second timearound. When it

comes to books of poetry, Judith

Minty, professor of English and
women’s studies at

HSU, would

surely agree.
Pain co
oe
a book
0 a
y
Minty, has just been
released by Parallax Press of
oon
is a second print-

’ important
to me.”

ing of
book, paseas pub
li
in 1979 by the Zen Center

s idea of cyclical continu-

ity is clear in the two

in Los

_ “Twas deligh ted when Parallax wanted to
publish it again,”
are a press
that I havea lot of respect for. So
I was very pleased.”
What makes this re-publication of “Yellow Dog Journal”
even more significant is the fact
that Minty’s most recent book of
poetry,
the Fault,” was
released last September.
cal
unusual to have two
ished within a
s
time,” Vanty said. Tavs te
way that you can predict what's
ing to ha
. The writer is at
the whim of the publisher. All
we do is write it, and then we
have
to hope that somebody will
decide it has some merit.”
The new version of “Yellow
Dog Journal” has few changes
from the original.
“Deena Metzger (a writer and
therapist) has written the introduction for this edition and there
are some slight alterations in the
text, which I did, but it stands

News for the
North Coast

ences

within Minty’s book, “Yellow
Journal.”
“Each of them is a cycle that
deals with fall and spring,” she
said. “Then the other circle is
made, hopefully, in reading the
poem, in saying it aloud. Poetry

PHOTO COURTESY
OF ROBERT TURNEY

is an oral art — an oral tradition
as well as a written one.”
Minty will give a reading of
selected
s from “Yellow
Dog Journal” March 3 at 8 p.m.
at Jambalaya in Arcata.

HSU English professor Judith Minty, reveals her deep

connection to nature and her Nordic/Native American

ancestry in her republished book “The Yellow Dog Journal.”

Clay Scott has described “Yellow Dog Journal” as “distinguished writing,” with “constrained, animal energy becoming transformative power available to women and poets.”
Dale Ritterbusch refers to the
work as “Buddhistic in tone,
embodying the religious principle of ‘withdraw and return.”

Minty, anaward-winning poet
who has taught at HSU for 10
years, writes in a meditative, introspective style, encompassing

a full range of emotions and an
awareness
of everything around
her.
“Poetry is life — a life lived,”
she said. “It’s one long poem
from the time you pick up the

9-7 Sat..

11-6 Sun.

py R45-300

sin the Bayshore Mall-

0

Walk-ins Welcome!
Manicurist available

pretty much as it was,” Minty
Minty’s book, set in two seuences titled “Fall” and
ng,” takes place at the Yellow
River in a “very
rustic
and remote area” of Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula. The poems
recount her
ces living
in a cabin in the isolated
region
Minty
to which
place
—a
is drawn every summer.
“These are my roots,” Minty
said. She drew her inspiration
for the poems in “Yellow Dog
Journal” from the unspoiled nature surrounding the area. They
reflect her deep sensitivity and
reverence for all nature — the
animals, the elements and the

seasons. The book also reveals
the deep connection she feels for
her Nordic/Native American

ancestry.

Metzger wrote, “Th to the book,
“These poems
wrote,
teach us that the woods are the
sacred world from which we
exiled ourselves and into which
we may sometimes return.”

Other writers seem to share
senthusiastic

to Minty’ book. Critic

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
TING
DUA
S
R
WILLIBEOGRA
SEN
INTO DEST.
Under the Army’s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by oneever amount is greater.

The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,

and certain other federally insured loans, which are not

in default.

And debt relief is just one of the many benefits

you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

- 1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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ind Gist Hall if you
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with 3 or more!
carpool
parking permit at the patking info booth.
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It’s great, it’s easy, it’s close,

and it’s almost empty!
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Singer, songwriter to play
kiddie concert at the Minor

Fight the 53%
fee increase!
The

OQ) Lisa Atkinson

ll

i

}

a

brings a folk
background to her

Associated

Students is working with other
campuses to stop

children’s songs
By

the proposed 53
percent fee increase. Joininour

Tammy

Barak
STAFF

It takes a talented
er
to teach children about friendship, family, ecology and selfesteem. It takes talent to make

‘letter writing, post-

them

card sending,

petition signing
anti-fee increase campaign. Start
out by writing a personal note to Keene,
and Hauser demanding a stop to CSU

laugh

and

dance,

and

stretch their imagination while
singing about the values that parents espouse.
This is what makes
singer-songwriter Lisa Atkinson
special.
Atkinson, winner of the 1988
Parents’ Choice Award for her
second album, “I Wanna Tickle

fee increases.

The Fish,” will
perform a
children’s concert iruvday at
the Minor Theater.
Known on the East Coast for

her acoustic
guitar playing and
folk style, A
n opened for
such artists as John Stewart, Taj
Mahal,Greg
Brown, Country Joe
McDonald,
Jorma Kaukonen and
10,000 Maniacs. However, when

Atkinson became
t with
her daughter Sarah, now 8, she
began to write songs for children

“I never thought my songs

would

¢ The Associated Students Council voted to
raise the A.S. fee $10, starting in '93/'94.
Unlike the CSU fee increase, students get to
vote for or against this fee increase during the
elections in April. Without an increase, A.S.
funded programs (for example, the Women’s
Center, CCAT, Campus Recycling Program,
Adult

Re-entry,

etc...) will not

receive

the

support they had in the past.

Got any ques-

tions as to why

and where

it’s needed

going? Call your college representative

it’s

at

826-5413 and get some answers!

get out of the house,”

Atkinson said. “I wrote them for
Sarah, but when people heard
my material they told me it was
really good, so I submitted it to

PHOTO COURTESY OF JAN JENSON

Singer Lisa Atkinson will perform Saturday at the Minor theater.
A Gentle Wind.”
Two of Atkinson’s three albums have since been on the A
Gentle Wind record label. These
albums include songs which

ase,

were co-written by her children
Sarah and Dylan.
“I find that as my kids grow,
See Children, next page

Wey
a wre,

Yoh,

Fixperience, iF
the royal

treatment.

e

4
*

Our selection and
personalized
service set
you apart.

Sentences:

eaeerercenntaay

¢ In other action, the A.S. Council passed a
resolution proclaiming “no-confidence” in CSU
Chancellor Barry Munitiz. The Council appreciates the enthusiasm and interest expressed
by supporters of the resolution.
¢ The Council still needs an undeclared major
representative. Interested? Stop by the office
for more information, or call 82 6-4221.
Bridal Gowns, Accessories

®tre:

~-

Bridesmaid and Mother-of-the-Bride Dresses

440 F ST
EUREKA DOWNTOWN
443-7671 » M-Sat 10-5:30

Children

fifth- and sixth-graders
explainer things would be if they
ruled
the world. The other song,
“A Friend is a Friend Forever,”
¢ Contined from previous page
* was written by two abused 5year-old girls and is about how
to be your own best friend,”
on
Atkins
so does my music,”
Atkinson
said.
said. “T’ll use thingsin my songs
Atkinson also addresses the
that I hear my kids say.” The

song “I Wanna Tickle The Fish”

came from Sarah’s explanation
of why her hand was in the fish
bowl.
|
“One of the

MY SONGS WOUIG

ments i ever re-

men wasthar

I

way

present

very clever,
Atkinson said.
The songs

her

on

LISA ATKINSON

singer

es

albums,

“Pack Me In Your Suitcase”, “1

in

aenanennes
the

country.

She plays the
“Tony T is

house

t em,

children

really

fun, he

loves life and
excitement,

= and

he’s

ex-

a sitcom for kids, and it always

," deal with children’s reali-

your own way.”
Following Atkinson’s perfor-

ties such as bath time, bedtime,

trips to the supermarket and
uts. The songs also let
do
children exercise their fantasies
about monsters who never comb

their hair and dinosaurs.

“Twelve of the 15 songs on my

new album I wrote with kids,”
Atkinson

said.

“I ask kids in

workshops for their ideas. Two
were written by kids
of the
from the

Santa Clara Children’s

Shelter. One is called ‘If I Ruled

The World.’ It was written by

Lumberjack Classifieds!
$2 for 25 words
Place ads at the
University Ticket Office

Friday & Saturdays.
(Friday night live acoustic music)

Nelson Hall East

Deadline: 4 p.rn. Friday

tremely cool,”
Atkinson said. “The show is like

Wanna Tickle The Fish” and most

recently, “The One and Only

Sell it in the

charact
Tony” er

get out of the

my songs
sad
on were

of

“Pickleberry Pie”, the nation’s
longest-running radio show for
children,
aired on 51

| never thought

nicest por

the

concerns

stresses that it’s OK to do things
mance

at the Minor,

she and

other members of the Children’s
Music Network, a national asso- ciation of children’s music professionals, will be meeting at the
Unitarian Fellowship Church in
Bayside at 2 p.m. to swap songs
and discuss forming a chapter in
HumboldtCounty. Children and
their families are invited to sing
and socialize.
The children’s concert will be
Saturday at 11 a.m.

For
results!

M-F

Breakfast!
7 a.m.-10 a.m.

- Place

an ad in

The
Lumberjack
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By Lance Weillbeum
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Snowbound pinnacles of California's

Sierra Nevada towered above me, sparkling

with the gold of a gem
Gnarled
pines, stunted by the
growing

conditionsat 10,500 feet, ringedan indigo

lake still

‘ul eo

with ice in mid-June.

cold air, I thought:

Surely this is the essence of the Pacific

“Crest Trail.”

—William R. Gray

“The Pacific Crest Trail”

The barbed wire and wood-post
fence that guards the United
States-Mexico border in Campo,
Calif.,
stands about four feet tall and is
paralleled by dirt roads on both sides.
On the morning
of March 17, 1988,
Nick Sprague stood at the fence and
looked across the Mexican desert with
an intrepid stare.
As the dust settled from a passing
U.S. Border Patrol jeep,
e turned and
adjusted his 65-pound
pack. Then, with more
than a touch of nervousness, he took his first
steps north on the Pacific
Crest Trail.
Nearly six months,
2,500 miles and $1,700
later,
crossed

the Canadian border

into British Columbia
with four new-found
friends.
“It was bittersweet at
the end,” said
,
nowa 26-year
HSU environmental
resources
senior. “I didn’t es say

goodbye

to

pr A
six months
on it. But, at the same time, I
wanted to do other things

™Alhough Sprague

solo

.

time
popularity

idn’t

oe
of the

was on a
all his

Oe the
PCT,

met

plenty a eber hikers eee same
destination.
He hiked with three men in the
Mojave Desert area of Southern

fornia for a week and a half.

said the four of them nearly

came down with hypothermia after
being drenched in a freak rain-then-

sleet-then-snow storm. After waking

the next morning in good health, the

|

four went on a 25-hour beer binge at
roadside restaurants.
Before meeting his Mojave friends,
Sprague met one soon-to-be-important
ung woman in the San Bernardino
untains,
two hours east of Los
Angeles by car. The woman, Jean,
would later go to Mammoth Lakes and
Yosemite to spend time with
,
and she would also fly up to Bend, Ore.
to meet him again.
About a year and a half ago, following the trip,
and Jean were
married atop the Snow Summit
ski area
in Big Bear, the town where they first
met.

Sprague hooked up with plenty of

other intere

le too.

chaparral.”
A portion of the trail, just past the
Tejon pass, leading out of the Los
basin, isn’t complete because a
private land holder won't let the trail

go through.

detour follows the
California
uct
for 30 miles and
drops into an area
called Jawbone

trip we
to be raining and
snowing because late
and
early October are notoriously bad for
the north Cascades. But we had just
beautiful weather, no rain at all. It was
all fabulously sunny skies.”
The scenery, he
said, was second
only to the Sierras.
e came around
Glacier Peak in the

Canyon, which is

filled with off-road
vehicle users and
plenty of dust.
“There are places

where they have

, little PCT symbols,
“I met lots of cool
e out hiking.
where
it crosses
There
was this one guy I met just south
roads
or whatever,
of Lassen
Park — I think he was from
and the signs will be
Chico. He was on older guy, and he
shot up or driven
and his nephew came by on horseback
— and there’s
. ‘Hey, you want
to go for a over
and s
ge next
to the
ride? y nephew will take your pack to
-trails along with shell
our camp.”
The camp was a couple of
casings.”
Aside from the heat, sand and
miles down the trail, and
chaparral,
e also encountered
Sprague took off his pack and
snow for the first time near Mount San
jumped on the horse.
Jacinto, a tram ride up from Palm
“He was going
bareback
down the trail, spurring his
He wasn’t
a tent at the time
horse on as fast as it would go
to save weight (he had one mailed from
and the horse I was on just
his home in Florida, before he got into
followed his,” he said. “We
the Sierras) and, with three feet of snow
were going like crazy,
on the ground to lie in, he said he was
ducking branches and
realy Oe
whatever else.”
Snow was also present mange gne
hiked all of the
portion
of the Sierras, where he had to
except for the
use snowshoes in the
elevations.
in Kings Canyon National
But even with the beauty of the
Pacific Park in the southern
snowy Sierras,
said his favorite
Crest
Sierras (he went back the
part
af
the
trip
was
the
last
couple of
FEST
next summer and hiked 200
weeks in the
le Mountainsin
miles in the Sierra).
Trail
Washi:
Though he ‘has hiked in
“The
two to three weeks of the
the Grand Tetons in Wyoming and the San Juan and
Maroon Bell ranges in
The - idea for the Pacific
Colorado (all in the
Crest
Trail
was first
in the
Rockies), and parts of
1930s by Clinton C. Cenc ot
British Columbia, he
Pasadena,
Calif.
said there is something,
He
had
a
vision of a continuous
though
he couldn’t say
trail
“along
the
summit divides of
os y what, that mak
the mountain
... traversing
e Sierras spectacular.
the
best
scenic
areas
and
maintainBefore reaching
the
ing
an
absolute
wilderness
characmajesty
of the Sierras, though,
Sprague
ter.”
to cross the dry expanses of
Clarke felt the trail would help
Southern California.
preserve
wild areas and encourage
“There’s so much variety on the trip,
people
of
“our too-artificial civilizabut definitely the hardest part is in
tion”
to
return
p a simpler life and
California because the trail’s
Southern
an —,
of nature and the
not complete in a couple of places, and
outdoors.
it’s real hot and dusty hiking through

were lots of deep,
giacially cut can-

yons. We would
- Climb up to a pass
and then drop down
to.a river, cross the
river and then go up

and down for about

a week.
“Then we came
across this river with

salmon swimming in
it and went into a
little town and got supplies.” Shortly
after, Sprague and his new friends
became the last hikers of the year to
finish the trail from start to finish.
Sprague spent this past summer as a
wilderness ranger at the High Sierra
Ranger Station near Mammoth Lakes.
Sprague gave his completion of the
PCT partial credit for getting hired.
gue and Jean are currently
working toward their degrees (Jean is
pursuing a master’s in ——
family
and child counseling) and said they
will try and move to Bishop, about 45
minutes from Mammoth Lakes, or the
Big Bear area when they graduate.
is is part of a regular series featuring
all kinds of sports and recreational activities. If you know
of an interesting story,
please call the sports editor at 826-3271.
In 1962, President Lynd on B.
Johnson signed the National Trail
Systems Act, establishing a general
framework for a system of trails and
naming the Appalachian and Pacific
Crest as the first national scenic
trails in the United States.
Some sections of the 2400-mile
trail are still incomplete, but the

Pacific Crest Trail crosses seven
national
parks, six state parks, 25
national forests and 14 wilderness
areas on its rugged hike from
Mexico to Canada.
— taken from The Pacific Crest Trail,
by William R. Gray
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Above, Randy Accetta, an HSU English graduate

student and English 100 teacher, wins his firstever Trinidad-Ciam Beach Run In 45:33. Above

right, the course runs from Patricks Point Drive,
through town, then south along Ciam Beach.
Right, runners start down Patricks Point Drive
near the beginning of the 8.75-mile-long run,
which served as a fundraiser for the Humboldt
State track and field team.
Photos by John Barash,
Map by Lee McCormack

The Chinese art of slow motion exercise and meditation
Spring Session
ins

February 17 and 19 Ey
Wednesday
evenings (starting 2/79)

Qe

Old Creamery Dancenter, 1281 Sth St.

$40 for ten weeks

(enroliment in one class entities you to attend both)

Margaret Emerson
826or 826-9605

)

BOMBACHAS

Pants to live in...

2p

Trim in the waist, full in the hips, loose in
the legs, snug at the ankles. Inspiration:
pants worn by Gauchos and Japanese
construction workers. Infinitely practical.
Extremely comfortable.

932 9th St
CA S5521
822-2680

;
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UC Davis may move up
to Div I: Div II to suffer
LUMBERJACK STAFF

vorrue
as planned,
the UC
Davis arte programs
will move to Division I, leaving
HSU’s teams to toil in the incomlete Northern California Athetic Conference.
If the move takes place, the
NCAC might have to include
schools located farther away.
This would force HSU teams to
travel farther to
play competitive teams,
y increasing
travel
“(If Uc Davis moves) we
would have to widen our base to
include some schools south of

our current

playing area,” said

HSU Athletic Director Chuck
Lindemenn. “But as far as travel

expenses fe. it is still way too
early to tell.”
Along with Davis, UC Santa
Barbara, CSU Sacramento, CSU

Northridge, CSU

Long Beach

and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
are considering a move to Division I.
A UC Davis task force, which
released its preliminary recommendations to make the switch
Jan. 7, said, “Such
a move is nec-

Seat

... to preserve a broadsung of athletic com-

petition.”

The task forcealso
said if Davis
decides to switch, it should start
complying with NCAA Division
I
tions no later than fall
1993 and should apply for full
membership in fall 1995.
“Because of the diminishing
number of schools able to competein Division II sports ... and
the unwillingness of Division I
schools to play against Division
II competition, we feel this move
is necessary for our sports programs,” Davis Sports Information Director Tom Hall said.

The public will have an =
ty to comment on

draft report ata town meeting at
UC Davis on Feb. 12.
The task force
will then, based
on those comments, rewrite its

posal and submit it to UC
vis Chancellor Theodore L.
Hullar.
Re mer based on the reic

input.

Pethe task role
recommended that a $15 to $25 fee
increase, to fund the move, be

put to a student vote.

“Should this vote fail, we
would have to either reconsider

our actions or come up with the
money elsewhere,” Hall said.
“Idon’tbelieve, given our current funding
base, that
(moving

to

Division

Saturday night. HSU shut
down Sonoma State 15-

11, 15-6, 15-4. Friday
night HSU defeated Chico
State 15-10 15-9, 15-9.

second best defense was not

enough for the men’s
basketball team to beat
Chico last weekend.

The two losses Jan. 24
and 25 to UC Davis and
Sonoma
HSU’s
weaknesses. Humboldt was

out rebounded an average

of 10 times and shot a
dismal 42% from the floor.

The Lumberjacks ranked
last in conference for

rebounds, offensive scoring
and assists.

“The team is suffering

from a lack of confidence,”
said Coach Tom Woods

three points or less.

— Greg Magnus

conference
during a
Tuesday. “But our last
last

Lady ’Jacks lose

not worried. We want to go

on turnovers

win was on the road, so I’m

over there and take care of
them.”
The men’s basketball

team didn’t “take care of
Chico,” but it did show

Chico what tough defense

will do. Chico’s conference

leading offense hit only 19

of its 44 attempted shots,

and scored a season low of

53 points.

The HSU women’s basketball
gift-wrapped the ball and
team
gave it to Chico 34 times last
weekend, getting a 104-54
troun

in return.

Dawn Eines scored 30 points
in the Lady
and had 13 rebounds
Jacks’ 83-48 shellacking of.

Sonoma State two weeks ago,
and also led the team in both

ON el.
'
: Address oc cccscseenccceeeee

: Phone #4...
4
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winner need ate present

Call Joe Herrera
Real Estate Broker with

1607 Central Ave,

Coldwell Banker

One entry per day

McKinleyville

Office 445-8811

(707) 839-4669

Home

445-1526

1),”

Sonoma State last

Having the league’s

First Drawings: Feb 1

Lindemenn said.

HSU Men’s Volleyball
Club match against

Men’s hoops
falls by 3

Well, not quite...
but, if your folks
buy a house, the
next four years’
appreciation
should cover
your rent and
give them a tax
shelter!

Humboldt State could consider

hard-hit ball during the

Rebounding and offense
were also improved.
matched up evenly with Chico
grabbing 36 boards. HSU also
outshot the Wildcats 53 to 44,
but was not able to capitalize
on this fact and shot only 34
t from the floor.
Statistically, HSU’s inability
to get to the free-throw line
was the deciding factor. Both
teams scored 42 points from.
the floor, however Chico was
able to get to the line more
often. HSU sank eight out of
10 free throw attempts but
Chico scored on 11 in its 24
attem
HSU has dropped three out
and is
of its last four
now 2-5 in NCAC play, with
four of those losses being by

FREE RENT

We're Celebrating our
3rd Anniversity the
Month of February
Free Weekley Drawings

Hullar will then decide what

pes

Brett Marin, a junior
biology major, digs a

’

BOY

BASEBALL CARDS

,
SCOTT FLODIW THE LUMBERJACK
categories in the 84-71 loss to
_ Davisthat weekend, grabbing
ninerebounds and scoring 16
=
These efforts earned
er NCAC Player of the Week
honors. Miner was the high scorer

and rebounder against Chico,
with 12 points and seven rebounds.
“(Chico) has the most
tent offense in the conference,” Humboldt Coach Pam
conferMartin said ata
y re our
ence last week.
rival obviously. It’s going to
bea war over there. Each team
is3-2 with the same winscoming from the same teams, and
the same losses coming from
the same teams. This
will show who is ae
Chico’s pressing defense
completely stuffed the Lady
Jacks. ee only 16 of 51
attempts
from the field and
committed a season-high 34
turnovers.
Adding to Humboldt’s
league-leading offense two
weekends ago were Amy
Smith, with 12
points and six
Davis; Lynell
rebounds vs.
and six
Stokes, with 15 points
vs. Davis;and Trina
rebounds
Dukes, whohad 10assistslast
weekend to raise her season
tally to 72.
— Greg Magnus

bhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh/

By Nick Paredes
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Can CSU system afford to be less affordable?
growing cost for attending

rnia State University, with 20 campuses and 370,000 students, is the largest system of
higher education in the nation. For decades CSU

a CSU campus has

already shut out thousands of students; raising
fees by another 40 percent would force thousands
more to give up their college plans.
If Californians cannot afford public education,

has set the standard for public education at the

college level, providing the opportuni ty for a lowcost university education for all California students.
Butin the pas t few years, one of the fundamental
qualities of CSU has been compromised:

then the state univerity system has failed.
The Lumberjackurges the governor to find other
areas in the budget to cut, and protect the future of

education for all Californians. The board of trust-

ees must reject any proposals to raise student fees
higher the 10 percent annual rate provided by
existing law.
If students can’t afford to go to college, the

affordability. The annual fee for attending a CSU *
campus has risen dramatically — 20 percent last
Now, Gov. Wilson and the CSUboardof trustees
that fees be raised by another 40 percent
for the 1992-93 school year. That’s $372 to you and

human cost may be more than California can af-

me, bringing next year’s fee to $1,308.

ford. Realisticaly, it may push students who earn
just enough not to qualify for finacial aid, or with

State officials say the fee hike is regrettable, but
its present
necessary. With the California budgetin
‘fiscal crisis, it’s just not possible for the state to
_.
cover the $137.9 million more that the CSU needs,
they reason.
We realize
these are hard times
for the state
budget, and we know cuts have to be made somewhere. But students can’t afford thigher fees The_.

school and into the minimum wage industry. This
poor fiscal planning will in turn leave us with an
under-educated public in an increasingly technological society.
Making education inaccesible in order to
balance state spending is a shortterm answer
to long-term problems.
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| Letters to the editor_
Mad as hell...
sf

Editor,
There is a problem at Humboldt State University. It is the
of government,
pervade our s
same problem that seems to
the few believe
that
is
indeed our very culture itsel ae
that they can decide what is best for the many.
Thus, policies are implemented that affect great numbers of
the consentof those affected. Aslong as we grant
people, without
our tacit approval by not speaking out against the injustices, they
will continue unchecked.
is overcrowding. In three out of
One effect of this —
were students sitting on the
there
classes
history
my
four of
desks while 21 students sat
had
floors. In one class, 29 students
on the floor. The financial aid disbursement line snaked through
the
the second floor of the Student Services Building, down
stairwell, out the door and around the corner into the parking lot.
Because classes are overenrolled, required texts sell out too
many students to struggle through classes for up
“quickly,
The food services sell out
to a month without benefit of a book.
of food choices if you are not there before the lunch rush (if you
can find a place to sit once you buy that food).
- If overcrowding is not inconvenient enough, then there is the
matter of services being cut, of classes being cancelled, and of
fees being raised. The board of regents for the CSU system has
OK’d a fee hike of 40 percent. They are cutting your services and
classes and they are raising your fees! No pi La bothered to ask
the students how they feel about this revenue enhancement.
lin Sang Seer along with the fees
Your fees go to a bi:
The money is then divided
CSU schools.
collected at the other
|

disbursed according to enrollment numbers based on 1986

gures!

There are roughly 2,000 more students here now than there
were in 1986. WE are generating that much more income for the
rtion our HSU budget is about oneCSU system, yet in
help coming from the near-bankless
With
third less efficient.
rupt state, less resources are available to students. Fees go up,
and those neither rich enough to absorb the hike nor eligible for
financial aid are essentially robbed of their chance for an afford-

able

education. These are the middle-class people who

have been burdened further with the highest proportion of taxes.
An institution that once prided itself as being a “teaching
school,” has degenerated into a diploma mill, whose only conof a quality education.
cern is for increased FTE at the expense
education from an
quality
a
getting
How can we feel that we are
institution that sees us only as numbers?
How about an administrative salary rollback to 1986 levels?
How about President McCrone standing up to the regents and

is enough? How about if all
the governor and saying enough
about the situation
complain
only
who
of the apathetic people

in conversation write a letter to President McCrone and tell

him that “We're mad as hell and we're not going to take it any
more!” Tell him you really need his help!
Mary Weatherly
Senior, History

An honest day’s work
:
Editor,
When I was a young girl some people chose to live a
nomadic way of life. They were called “hobos” or “tramps.”
Politically correct? Probably not. There was about them a
sense of horror. My father never had to mow the lawn because
a “tramp” always came through town almost every week. He
would ask for a chore to do for his plate of food or possibly an
overnight shelter in a shed. These tramps only came to town
in the summer, choosing to roam the warmer states in winter.

The nomadic people of the 1980s and 1990s could learn
from the hobos and tramps of my childhood. They were not
greedy and their sense of pride forbade them from asking for
a hand-out unless they worked for it.
You are wondering what —
is. I read in the paper:
where college fees may increase 40 percent even after you saw
a considerable raise last year. You young people are already
feeling the burden of supporting the 1980s and 1990s tramps
and hobos. They are greedy, “taking” people without pride.
They live off a generous society. They aren’t really homeless
but demand you give them shelter.
So now you are finding what measures society has to take
to support this lifestyle.
The social programs of California are
breaking the state financially and many businesses have left
because of the heavy tax burden. Your lifetime will be spent
working and paying taxes to support this lifestyle. Ask your
dparents to share their memories or is that old-fash-

ioned? A day’s work for a day’s pay never hurt anyone.

Do you want to participate in this system? It’s up to you
which way you choose. As for me, Ill take the hobos and
framps of the 1930s and 1940s.
Helen Cline
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OPINION
More for less? Two presidents look at HSU’s fiscal woes
GUEST COLUMNIST
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educate
the state
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CSU’s fee is

United States, the

education.

fund — rather,

the state

time unit student we received,
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Student fees cover less than

prospect: California fnay be- 15 percentof the cost to
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come unable to maintain fully _ a full-time
its commitment to accessible, covers the rest. Among
rable state we
quality and affordable higher
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system.
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y overcrowded class-

n

the CSU has been one of the best

By Alistair McCrone

r

will be still fewer courses of-

By Steve Harmon

higher than that of Texas

only

ae is less than half the national

($2,137). With the pro-

systemwide, a reduction of al-

they're a CSU sin tax levied on

seeks to reform education by

average

staff and adminty
and 900
facul
istrators.

Also of note, Gov. Wilson's
budget proposal allocates no in-

t increase) and
12 (an 8
California’s community colleges

would remain less than that of
all but two other similar state

strongly supporting grades K-

and their families.
students

most5,000courseofferings,3,000

systems (although they, too, may
(a 10 percent increase).
His plan for the California _ raise their fee).

The results of these reductions at HSU include: over-

crease in funding for financial
aid —no more for the Cal Grant

lecture—insteadofathree-hour
or two hour-lab period students

cialaid. Again, thesearenotgen- | '
riations and | ¢
eral fund a

Though dramatic, the trustState University ismoreaustere.
vote to raise fees was a very
ees’
_
Assuming current enrollment
levels, it calls for an increase of preliminary step in a long
budish
a state
to establ
struggle
$6 million; or,a0.37 percenthike
ve to
in the CSU’s current $1.64 bil- get which, I hope, will

crowded classes (in some cases cnc no more for the State
Int
University
almost half the students are
thatit
ng
is
split stead, the
forced to sit on the floor);
will allocate $23 million from
laboratory time to acco
all the students enrolled in the _ this fee increase to go to finan-

e

ane

n

lion budget — hardly a boost.
rising, it would
With

be rational, equitable and fair.
Sacrifices will be made through-
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is needed to serve students at

mind us all, the

burden, are asked to | the
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have yet to be heard.
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plan,
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willbe
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of a more efficient, computer- take the word of thekind ofconized system the lines around _ fidence in the board of trustees.

it’s time they opened theireyes
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leave the 20-campus system
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and took a look around — their

| education. Yet, with

system.” However, upon closer

fered at the CSU, because that’s

this education is

recommending a 40

lem is no longer maintainfor the 1992-93 academic
increase
be kept within theCSU _ ing the quality of education ofyear “to

being severly hamlong ago gone to hell.
pered by decreasing
stead, they should attempt
regaining the quality education
a . = longer one the | Staff, fewerclasses,

dent. This, the trustees claim,

wanta

ornia,
people
CSU.
indicated,
repeatedly
as they've

just to maintain the status quo.

tem, including a quality state | vices. Are students

Yet upon closer inspection,
approximately$22millionofthe
funds generated by this fee increase will gotoreducetheaverfaculty workload byoneunit.
us, not only will the students

they must pay
rsity
system,
unive
canstudents
ng
for it.
not afford to bear the burden of
this tax alone nor can they generate sufficient revenue to bring
California out of its fiscal night-

ay 29 aed teachless.
The obvious result of this action

is truly a sin.
I en

mare. Asking students todoso

coupled with

steadily

all students at

HSU to write the governor and

ures from

their legislators. Let them know

enrollments

:

3

|

:

going to be paying
ag
more for less?

they’re taxing us out of the CSU
system. Also,l encourage youto
writeyour

when it recently voted to pro-

a $372 increase in student
to an annual cost of $1,308

for each full-time student.

| diminishing supplies,
materials = d pha

inmending is a 53 percent
crease or $452 per full-time stu-

ty educational sys-

|

| recent budget ct co
mega
Se

inspection, after returning the
t sur“one time only” 10
1991-92,what
in
assessed
charge
me actually ae.
the—

within the CSU system be di-

increase, the CSU fee

tsandaskthem

out the state, and Humboldt will
not be exempt. But, if I may re-

process has a

long way togo, on many voices

The fee-increase proposal next
to the trustees’ finance com-

hic ficoss, tpethe hia

lation would be required to
implement the increase.
Eien this past year, the

Humboldt community has had

Atcurrentenrollment levels,
t increase would
this 40
generate an additional $116.9
million. With $23.3 million set _

to make tough decisions, shoulder added responsibility and financial burden and through it
all, fend off frustration. Isincerely

lion to cover the $138 million

whichthe Humboldtcommunity

aside for increased financialaid,
this would leave just $93.6 mil-

difference

between

professionappreciate the pride,
and Semmens with
i

the __ isfacing these trying times. Such

determination manifests our
governor's proposal and what
commitment, as students and
we need to stay even.
those whoserve them, to sustain
Are students goingtobepayHumboldt State as a first-rate
ing more for less? Ihope not. At
one of which we may
university,
_
continually
are
we
Humboldt,
to be proud.
continue
all
with
seeking ways to go farther

less fuel, while we, most impor-

Icommend you for your forti-

to write the governor and Legislature—inmany cases,it’sthem

tude and encourage your forthtantly, maintain our academic
bearing—bystreamlining,con- _ right and imaginative contribu-

of this tax.

imagining. On

who will be bearing the burden

solidating, empowering

the other

and __ tions to the discussions of these
hand,

challenges.

Rats! An existential look at nature's peskiest creature
after
Countydt
I returned to Humbol

Christmas vacation to find that someone
en my house.
had brokinto

n,as
Nothing valuable was takebut
dark
our o
my wife and I stepped int
eae

ee

ee

teen

was still present.
t the intruder

onthe light and saw what! could already
to take the

smell. I had fo

prada
eparted

where the

oo
are
sdb
Here is
re.
three wee!

t lay.

I snatched the brown bag of refuse up

and tried to throw it out the door I was
in the same motion, butas
swittging o

the bag Shifted a chocolate-brown blur
with a flesh-colored, wiry tail plopped

onto the floor and scurried across my

d the rebehind
wife’s foot as it retreate
tor.

hats are the societal symbol of disease

,and all the evil visionswe
and
had ever seen of these rodents clawed,

=
yay
minds as we decided the invader
must be
nated.

Three

Did! write
this?

elimi-

nights

later I began to
wonder who
was

going to‘eliminate
whom.

I had read ina
recent issue of the

ic that wildlife bioloian rain forest
use pea-

marsupinut butter to catch rodents and
h
e
a
lthy
a
So, each night I would paste
als.
of
Scudders All-Natural

strike, but the peanut butter licked clean.
On the fourth night as I was preparing
in, a startling smack of metal emato turn
nated from the kitchen. The trap had
stiuck, but I looked in horror to see our
chocolate-brown roommate still moving
next to the trap. The steel bar had only
the animal and it sat coughing and
twi
on the floor.
t into
I swep
the animal
a bag and ran
bag and its
the
slammed
I
where
outside
house like
our
of
wall
contents into the

Boris Becker hi

a forehand. I was

sure the blow had killed it, but I repeated
rere wo eeeene was not
Server
ve.
Later that evening, as I dug a grave in
the woods by our home, the memory of
another rat came to my mind. —
Two yearsago my wife and I had spent
caretakinga beautiour Christmas
ful home in the hills above Arcata. We
came over the day before our friends and

their two children were to leave on their
trip to go over last-minute details.
Ella, the young
girl, escorted us to a
inher room and told us that that was
where Jenny, her Calico-colored rat, lived.
Ella’s mother told us that Jenny had

developed a tumor on her side and was
not ex
to live much longer.
My wife and I spent our Christmas
trying to ensure that Ella would return
home to a living Jenny.
In the evening Jenny would crawl
around on our bed with us. And when we
sat in front of the fire she would snuggle
in my wife’s arms while she stroked the
rat’s head.
Ella

got to see Jenny

for a week more

before she finally died.
Two
later, I throw the final pile
of dirt on a different rat, and I wonder
what kind of pet the chocolate rat would
have made for my daughter. We could
have called it Cocoa.
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5, Wednesday

North Coast Inn: The Roadmaters
Band.
Hotel Arcata: Off the Cuff.

Et cetera

Theater

Society. Discussion led by Professor
John Schafer, 7:30 p.m., 1640 Union
St. 826-3160 for more information.
Workshop on job interviewing
techniques by Career Development
Center, noon, NHW 232.

“Mystery of Irma Vep,” presented by
Pacific Art Center, 8 p.m. 1251 9th St.,
Arcata, 822-0828 for more informa-

8 Saturday

6 6! hursday

Music
North Coast Inn: The Other Guys
Band.
Concerts
Poulenc, Music Faculty Artist Series,

Music

8 p.m. in Fulkerson Recital Hall, $1,
$4:

Humboldt Brewery: Bob Marley
Day Benefit with Grafitti, Five and

Thunder Band and Sounds of
Power.

Taj Mahal, 8 p.m. in Van Duzer
Theater, $10, $14.
Theater

“Mystery of Irma Vep,” presented by

Theater
“Mystery of Irma Vep,” presented

by Pacific Art Center, 8 p.m.1251
9th St, Arcata, 822-0828 for more
information.
Etcetera
Open forum poetry reading 6-8
p.m. Art 25.

ZT oOriday

Pacific Art Center, 8p.m. 1251 9th St.
Et cetera

Book sale, hosted by Friends of the
Redwood Libraries, 11 a.m.- 3 p.m at

the Carmegie Building on 7th and F

Workshop entitled “Good Work:
Plaza Grill: “For The Love of Music,”
2 p.m.- 4 p.m. $5, 826-6084.

Harmony with Your Social and
Enviromental Values,” lead by Matt

Nicodemus, 9 a.m.- 2 p.m in Blue

Etcetera.
“Hellraiser,” presented by Humboldt
International Film Festival at 7p.m. in

Redwood Libraries, noon-3 p.m. at the

Carnegie Building, 7th and F Streets,

LIVE MUSIC
The Roadmasters
Free to get in

Feb. 7

Science B Room 135, $1.50,$2.
Sierra Club 10-mile hike through the
redwoods, 822-2894 for more information.

Eureka.

INTHE MOOD?

streets, Eureka.

Music

Finding or Creating Employment in

Book sale, hosted by Friends of The

Jambalaya: Doug Vanderpool.
Lost Coast Brewery: Wild Oats.

Taj Mahal will perform at Van Duzer Theatre Saturday night at 8 p.m.

9 Sunday

Arcata, 822-0828.

Room of JGC, 826-2623 for more
information.

Music

8 ee

“Teaching Writing: The State of the
Art,” hosted by Humboldt Literary

—
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(Monday

Etcetera

Appeals Information Meeting for
students with low GPAs, hosted by
Jeri Hopkins, 2 p.m. HGH 227, 8263751 for more information.

Soctally Consctous
Spiritually Alive
The
Arcata United Methodist Church
Arcata

The Other Guys

Feb. 8

Serving Christ and the Community
for 140

Free to get in
ODeP mew

HAPPY HOUR

College

Bible

Every day 4 -8 p.m.
64 oz. pitchers
Glass of draft 75¢.

Free Munchies 4 - 6 pm Monday - Friday

i

ores ee ed a

study and
Worship
vorce

and

we

el

soctabevents

handbellbchotrs

USED & RARE
BOOKS
¢ Science Fiction
¢ Mysteries

© Westerns

¢ Childrens

¢ Cards

¢ Cookbooks ® Posters

A Wide range of Title” :

North

Coast

Jam

4975 Valley West Blvd.¢ Acata
(Hwy. 101 to Giuntoli Exit , turn right!)

(707)822-4861

Open some Sunday’s

10:00 - 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
402 2nd Street

Old Town ¢ Eureka

CLASSIFIED
OPPORTUNITIES
UPWARD

BOUND

PROJECT

needs female and male resident
advisers from 6/20/92 to 7/25/92.

Pay is $1500, plus room and board

for 5 weeks.

Deadline is Feb 6.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A TOP
FRATERNITY, SORORITY OR
STUDENT ORGANIZATION that
would like to make $500 - $1500
for a one-week marketing project
right on campus.
Must be
organized and hard-working. Call

Kevin or Rich at (800) 592-2121.

More info in NHE 203.

UPWARD BOUND PROJECT is
taking teacher applications for 5week summer program 6/20 to 7/
25. $20/classroom hour. Deadline
is Feb 21. More info in NHE 203.

SEEKING SOMEONE FLUENT

IN DUTCH to help me translate
magazines. Free lunch/dinner for
your help. Call Ray 822-3752.
ERS
LE
HALL VOLUNTE
JUVENI
Gain experience
NEEDED.
with troubled adolescents.
4

1
ji

Make a difference! Earn units,
too! Contact Ann or Mardi at the
Juvenile Hall. 445-7644.

BABYSITTER NEEDED IN MY
HOME, part-time. Prefer individual
who is available some weekday
mornings or afternoons. Time to
a" Call after 6:30 p.m. 826SIGHT READER NEEDED to
make tape of bass parts for several
Vocalist ideal,
choral pieces.
pianist OK. Must be fast and
accurate. Fee negotiable. Carl,
826-6120 days, 443-2821 eves.

HIGH EARNINGS: Earn up to
$10.00/hour working on campus.
Create your own hours marketing
Bank of America products on
campus. Call Today! 1-800-9320528, ext. 68.

ALASKA

SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn

$5000+/month.
Free
transportation! -Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings.
No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program
call Student Employment Services
at 1-206-545-4155 ext 289.
UP TO $500 A WEEK TYPING
FROM HOME.
Many people
needed.
Amazing recorded
message reveals details. (316)
872-7354.
CAMP COUNSELOR: Roughing
it Day Camp in SF and East Bay is
hiring for Summer
1992. Positions:
Group Counselor, Swim, Ride,
Sports, Waterfront, Envir, Crafts.
Exper. refs. (510) 283-3878. Send
résumé to P. O. Box 1266, Orinda,
CA 94563.

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIP
INTERVIEWS NOW TAKING
PLACE. Gain valuable experience
managing all aspects of a
Average
successful business.
gross profit $11,287. Last chance
CAll Triple ‘A’
for interviews.
Student Painters for information
now.

1-800-394-6000.

KAYAKS USED AND NEW. Ali
major models. Used whitewater
ear. New gear below retail.
rysuits. Trade-ins encouraged!
Free instruction
with purchase. Get
Started inexpensively. 943-3547.

5-SPEED ON/OFF ROAD BIKE,

generator lights, book rack, new

seat, bike bag.

$60 OBO.

Call

Rob, 826-9538 eves.
MAC CLASSIC FOR SALE. 40
mb Hard Drive, Hewlett Packard
Deskwriter (Laser Quality). Both 1
year old, includes Excel, Work,
Draw, $1550. Dan 839-3236.
MACINTOSH
CLASSIC
COMPUTER.
Jasmine 40 MB
hard-drive; Imagewriter II printer.
One yearold;
software negotiable.
$1600. Call PJ 442-9195.
BROTHER
WORD PROCESSOR
with custom-made maple stand.
Like new—works great. $300 for
both.
MAC CLASSIC SYSTEM. 40 mg
ram/40 mg hd, external full-page
Ehman monitor, Imagewriter II
printer. All mint condition. Was
oe new—now $1795. 4439836.

A GIFT? How
LOOKING TO BUY
about jewelry? Choose from a

wide selection, from amehtysts to

zirconiums. All starting at 50% off.
Call826-9552, ask for Bob
Hartwig.

NOTICES
I'D LIKE TO START A SUPPORT
Anyone who has
GROUP.
sexual abuse as a
nced
experie
to survive—let's
trying
child and is
get together! Contact me at P. O.
Box 4963, Arcata, 95521.
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ee

Biver will play anywhere, anytime,
for just $29.95. Call 822-1557.
What a deal!!!
COME
GET NAILED!!!! At“Debby
Boop Nail Design & More." Located
in Jacoby Storehouse specializing
in tips w/gels, acrylic overlays, nail
make-up art, plugs make-up
makeovers by Sebastian Makeup of “Hollywood.” Valentine's Day
Special! Stop by and see Debby
Lasko, Nail Technician: Call for
Appt. at “Sweetwater Styles” 8224725.

NEED IT TYPED? Try Martha's
Professional Word Processing
Service. Fast, accurate, friendly &
reasonable. Laser printing/disc
storage. 445-1814.

PERSONALS
STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY:
Girl Scouts of America would like
to thank everyone for their
contributions for our holiday party
for community children.
HSU
raised over 100 of 300 gifts
provided by the community for the
children. Our heartfelt thanksto all
who helped. Redwood Service
Unit Girl Scouts of America.
GINA—This is it! We graduate in
May. You}re my best friend and
these last 2 1/2 years have been
great! | love you—Aliza.
TOM, watch out for sassy, young
bears; they may be lurking in your
bed!
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AUTOMOTIVES
1988 SUZUKI SAMURAI—iow
miles, extendid warranty, exl.
condition blue convertable with
bike rack. $5500 OBO. 839-5962.
CAMPER SHELL $250. Fits most
import shortbeds.
Black solid
fiberglass.
Maybe trade for
longbed shell. 822-5601.
1980 RX7, $2500 OBO. Sunroof,
A/C, new engine, new tires, good
shape.
‘65 VW BUG, great condition, very
reliable, economical, a classic fun
car. $1100/offer. Call Eric 6685258 eves.

WANTED
LOOKING

FAMILY.

FOR

Quality

A

NEEDY

child care

available.
Resonable rates.
Please call Katie at 826-1154.
Have car will travel.

PROFESSORS: semi-retired
dentist seeks cottage or studio to
live into advance studies in musical
profession. Contact Alan Samuel,
DDS; 826-1568 or P O Box 4411
Arcata.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Catalyst
Bungee offers Bungee and
Pendulum

cope

jumps

every

Come and JUMP!
weekend.
Catalyst Bungee 826-7664 or 8261711.

~
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Round up all your extra
gear, sell it with ads in
Lumberjack
Classifieds, and make
some extra bucks!

“

EAs ail. 20h

Pl One Topping

hid

(Excludes Extra Cheese)

MEDIUM
SIZE PIZZAS
PLUS TAX

McKinleyville

Eureka
Victoria Place

Central

Avenue

839-5100
10:30

am.

to

MIidnigh

COFFEEHOUSE
eCAPPUCINO
i
el

;

SJUICE BAR
BAR
han

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

Be

cup

Guanes ee

ACY T

SUNDAY - THURSDAY:
NOON TO 1 1PM

FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
NOON TO 1 AM
— Gift Certificates @vailable —

CORNER STH & J STREETS, ARCATA * CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

